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Preface 

 

  In May of 2017 the Lord began to birth in my Spirit the writing of Was that REALLY God? A Biblical 

Guideline in Understanding How God Speaks in Dreams and Visions.  

 

  As someone who has been blessed by the Lord to move in the realm of dreams and visions, along with a 

proven track record of accurate prophecies through this realm, I find it a great privilege to share what I have 

learned since my study on this subject began in 2013.  

 

  While I have had and continue to lead a wonderfully active and accurate dream and vision lifestyle from the 

Lord Jesus, it is important to recognize the limitations of this book. I am by no means an expert on dreams and 

visions, and one must always look first to Holy Spirit for help in interpreting and understanding them. I do 

however believe that what I have learned will greatly assist those of you just starting out in this wonderful realm 

of God. As such, understand that this is not an in-depth study but rather key foundational tools and tips based on 

scripture to help you make sense of your own God-given dream language. 

 

  Note, a portion of this manuscript has been extracted from my first publication, Crossing the Jordan – There is 

a Golden Road for Everyone as well as from Was That Really God? A Biblical Guideline in Understanding 

How God Speaks in Dreams and Visions Volume One 

 

  I believe that Was that REALLY God? A Biblical Guideline in Understanding How God Speaks in Dreams and 

Visions Volume Two is going to impact you greatly and take you to a new dimension of understanding in your 

Dream and Vision life.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“And it shall come to pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons 

and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream 

dreams.” 

Acts 2:17 KJV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The way in which God spoke through dreams and visions in Bible days has not changed. 

All one needs are the Keys to Understanding. 

 

Herein I share some keys; 

 

 

“Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and to day, and for ever.”  Hebrews 13:8 KJV 
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Introduction 

 

 

  The mention of dreams and visions are not isolated only to the New Testament, or only the Old Testament; 

they are found in both.  

 

  In the book of Matthew, the very first book of the New Testament, you will find in the first two chapters, six 

separate occasions where God has spoken to His people in a dream. See Matthew 1:20, Matthew 2:12, Matthew 

2:13, Matthew 2:19, Matthew 2:22 and Matthew 27:19. However, God was using dreams long before this. 

Dreams in the Old Testament are recorded in the Bible as early as the book of Genesis. See Genesis 20:3. 

 

  I am not going to go through the entire Bible and list every occasion, by scriptural reference, where a dream or 

vision was recorded, however, what I will do is reference some of the more well-known dreams and visions as 

recorded in the Bible and explain how God has used symbolism as representation in these, and further explain, 

using scripture, how God is doing the same thing today. 
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Chapter 1 

The Basics 
 

 

As we grow and mature in the things of God, we begin to recognize that God can, and often is, speaking through 

many different things, and not only His Word.  

 

  You may be driving along one day and randomly see a new home being built and suddenly God may speak to 

you about laying deep foundations for your home. You might hear His voice and yet, not quite understand what 

He means.  

 

  In this particular case, it could mean a need for you to go deep into the Word of God, personally being rooted 

and grounded with a solid foundation in Christ. As a new believer, however, you might not know this, or even 

that He could speak this way, until He actually does.  

 

  When it comes to understanding dreams and visions, in a way it is similar. You might see and experience things, 

but not immediately understand them.  

 

  In the Old Testament, we needed a prophet to come and interpret the dream or vision, as only the prophet (king 

and priest) heard from God directly. Now, since Jesus has ascended and left us the Holy Spirit, we can all hear 

from God. With Holy Spirit inside of us, we now have divine help from on high.  

 

  This being said, I do believe that there could be things that you see in both dreams and visions from God that 

you will not always understand completely, even with time. I say this because, even looking at the Old Testament, 

not all of those people whom God did speak directly to had understanding of what they saw. Likewise, I believe 

only three Prophets from the Old Testament were recorded as having been given a special understanding of 

dreams and visions (Zechariah – see 2 Chronicles 26:5 KJV, Daniel – see Daniel 1:17, and Joseph – see Genesis 

41), yet, there were many more than just three kings, priests and prophets recorded with whom God spoke to 

directly using dreams and visions.  

 

  As such, we have to use the Biblical example and accept that there may be things we never fully understand, 

even if we hold the Office of Prophet, and even if it was you who personally had the revelatory event (dream or 

vision). 

 

  Scripturally speaking, this is actually confirmed in 1 Corinthians 13:12 which tells us that at this moment (now) 

we see through a glass darkly. Right now, we see only in part. 

 

  Personally, I also think that God will not give everything—all understanding—to one person. Imagine the 

potential for pride to creep into our hearts if we had the answer to every question. No. God made it clear; we are 

many parts that all make up one body, and we are to rely on one another, see 1 Corinthians 12:12-27. I truly 

believe that nobody gets it all, but together, we help one another to grow, understand and mature in the things of 

God.  

 

  As an example, the Lord has put an incredible lady who holds the Office of Prophet in my life. When I share 

certain dreams with her that I don’t understand, she gets seemingly instant understanding, and as she shares this 

with me, I immediately feel the Holy Spirit, who bears witness to the truth she is speaking. In this way, she is 

helping me grow and better understand how the Lord speaks to me in my dreams and visions. This lady has a 
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very specific gifting to understand dreams and visions, much like what we find was given to Daniel in Daniel 

1:17. 

 

  In the same way, I have a number of people who speak with me for understanding on their dreams. Some of 

which have even had instruction given to them in their dreams to come and speak to me to gain an understanding 

of what they have seen. As they share details with me, I often get understanding immediately and am able to 

explain what it is that the Lord is saying. As I mentioned, in this way, we help one another grow and mature in 

Christ.  

 

  I do believe that learning and understanding our own personal dream and vision language takes time. There is a 

process of learning and faithful stewardship involved in understanding.  

 

  The same can be said for walking in the nine gifts of the Spirit. I am far better at understanding my dreams and 

visions now than I was as a very baby Christian. Understanding, in fact, often comes almost immediately now. 

However, that was not always the case, and as mentioned, the Lord has been faithful to put someone in my life to 

help me grow when I do not have understanding.  

 

  There have also been a number of occasions when I’ve had a dream or vision, and while I’ve known immediately 

that it was from the Lord, I did not understand it, or parts of it. I would keep it to myself and pray, and as time 

would go by, events would unfold in real life and the Lord would show me how He had spoken symbolically to 

me about these events in that dream or vision. It would all then make perfect sense.   

 

  We see this happening clearly in the Bible also. In Acts 10 we see how Peter, while up on the roof, went into a 

trance.  

 

  Here, in a vision He saw a great sheet lowered by the four corners, descending to the earth containing all manner 

of four-footed beasts, wild beasts, creeping things and fowls of the air. In Acts 10:17 it says the following, italics 

added for emphasis; 

 

 

“Now while Peter doubted in himself what this vision which he had seen should mean, behold, the men which 

were sent from Cornelius had made enquiry for Simon's house, and stood before the gate,” 

 

Acts 10:17 KJV 

 

 

  My point in sharing this is, by this stage, they had already been filled with the power of God on the day of 

Pentecost, see Acts 2, yet despite being filled with the Holy Spirit, Peter did not immediately understand what he 

had seen. The scripture says it plainly… He doubted in himself what this vision which he had seen should mean… 

 

  We won’t always immediately or automatically know what the dream or vision means. It does not mean it is not 

from God. We can however trust that God will reveal all that He wishes, in His timing, just as He revealed the 

meaning of this vision to Peter when the time was right.   

 

  Knowing now that this vision had to do with the gentiles being given the same opportunity to receive Jesus as 

their personal Lord and Savior, can you imagine the terrible repercussions this would have had on us had Peter 

regarded the vision as not from God simply because he didn’t immediately receive understanding on it? 
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   Just as importantly, note that in Acts 10:16 it tells us that the voice that explained this came three times in this 

vision. Despite this, and as shown previously, Acts 10:17 says that Peter still doubted what it could mean. I believe 

this points specifically to two things; 

 

  Firstly, the number 3 represents the Godhead and divine completeness. I believe that the instruction being spoken 

three times was specifically showing Peter that this was God speaking and God ordained.  

 

  Secondly, I believe it is an indication that man will not always understand things the first time round.  

 

  We’ve often heard it said in healing, ‘if Jesus had to pray twice for the blind man before he got his healing, I’ll 

get at least ten tries to see the healing manifest when I pray for someone’ (see the story in Mark 8:23-25). I believe 

this particular healing story in Mark 8 was given to us as an example, to ensure that we do not stop praying or 

believing for healing if we don’t see the healing manifest immediately.  

 

  In the same way, I believe the voice repeating itself three times in the vision of Acts 10 is an indication to us 

that God will confirm what He is saying more than once, and we can, and are encouraged, to continue to press in 

for understanding. 

 

  To reiterate, the fact that Peter did not immediately understand despite already being filled with the Spirit and 

despite it being said three times in the vision itself, this to me is an indication that understanding will not always 

be automatic or instant. 

 

  Later, in Acts 10:34, we see it says (italics added for emphasis), “And Peter opened his mouth and said: Most 

certainly and thoroughly I now perceive and understand that God shows no partiality and is no respecter of 

persons.” (AMP). 

 

  This was, as far as I can tell, two nights (on the third day) after the vision occurred.  

 

  Understanding can take time. We also see by Peters explanation in Acts 10:28 (AMP) that God can show 

(demonstrate with a picture) and teach us by words (where we will hear in the spirit what the Lord is saying) 

when giving us revelation in this way. In short, with time we will gain an understanding, having put everything 

which we saw and heard, together. 

 

  With this in mind, don’t write anything off just because you don’t immediately understand it. Wait and pray, 

giving the Lord time to reveal all. Proverbs 25:2 says that it is the glory of God to conceal a thing: but the honor 

of kings is to search out a matter. God loves us to press in with time in prayer and worship, searching for the 

hidden meaning of revelations He has given us. Spend time seeking Him, His wisdom and His understanding.  

 

  Having travelled and lived in multiple countries around the world, I have multiple leaders and Pastors who have 

spoken into my life, and who still do. My Pastor in America (who is technically an Apostle) shared of a dream he 

had as a little boy, and how only years later, as he matured, did he realize that it had to do with his Call as an 

Evangelist. I agree with this. In this way, I feel dreams are what I would call progressive revelation. At one point 

we will see the surface level meaning, but as we walk with God, so much more about the dream becomes clear 

and even greater direction and understanding is provided.  

 

  Joseph, his dreams and journey from the fields to the palace and everything that took place in-between is a good 

example of this. While we know that Joseph had an idea that the sheaves bowing down, along with the sun, moon, 

and eleven stars bowing down, meant that he would one day be in a place of rulership over his family, we can 

also see that he did not know exactly what kind of position this would actually be in the time to come. Only when 
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God exalted him, many years later, and he was over that entire land as well as his family, did that dream finally 

make total sense. Only then was the full meaning revealed. 

 

  Worth mentioning, I’ve heard people say to ignore direction when it is given in a dream or vision. I cannot agree 

with this. Obviously we test the Spirit and make sure the direction lines up with the Word of God and that there 

is peace. However, if God can speak through a dream multiple times in the book of Matthew specifically on 

direction, where to go and when, it would really be ridiculous to think that He wouldn’t provide the same means 

of direction and timing in a dream or vision today. I mention these examples as they are given in the New 

Testament, therefore falling under the new covenant. 

 

  To illustrate further, see an example of this in Acts 16:9, where Paul has a vision of the Macedonian man saying, 

“Come over into Macedonia, and help us.” This, again, was divine direction given in a vision. God is the same 

yesterday, today and forever, meaning the manner in which He speaks has not changed.  

 

  To confirm this illustration further, I have personally had a very similar experience, where my Middle Eastern 

Pastor came to me in a dream and requested, like the Macedonian man, for me to ‘come and help’. Within a few 

short years of this dream, I have, at the time of this writing, traveled to Asia, Mozambique, America and now 

Canada based specifically on instructions received in various other dreams. As I’ve stepped out in faith, a path 

was made for me, which included funding valued at many thousands of dollars, multiple visas (which seemed 

impossible to obtain at the time), as well as Permanent Residency being granted to me in a foreign country (in 

less than a year) when many voices said that this would take years, if I was lucky enough to get it at all. 

 

  In short, are dreams and visions the only way He gives direction? No. But are they a way? Absolutely. The fruit 

will prove the Word given. 
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Chapter 2 

Dreams of the Bible 
 

 

  Below I give a very brief synopsis of various dreams in the Bible which I will be referring to throughout this 

book. For the sake of time, I will not be describing these dreams in entirety. I do however encourage you to go 

and read up on the scriptural references provided, using the King James Version specifically. 

 

  In Genesis 37:5-8, God speaks to Joseph in a dream. Joseph sees his brothers’ sheaves in the field bowing down 

to his sheave. This is a good example of how God can use symbolism in a dream, rather than using literal 

representation of events to take place. A literal representation in this particular dream would have been his 

brothers bowing down to him verses their sheaves bowing down to his sheave. 

 

  In Genesis 37:9, we then see Joseph having a second dream where the sun, moon, and eleven stars bow down to 

him. This is another symbolic representation of what was to come. 

 

  In Genesis 40:5-22, we see that God spoke to the baker and butler (cupbearer) through dreams. Both the baker 

and butler shared their dreams with Joseph, who in turn interpreted them. God of course enabled this, giving 

Joseph an understanding of the symbolism being used within the dreams. 

 

  In Daniel 2, we see that God spoke to Nebuchadnezzar through a dream. In this particular case, not only was the 

dream full of symbolism, but the dream itself wasn’t actually told to Daniel by Nebuchadnezzar. God 

supernaturally gave the dream as well as the interpretation of the dream to Daniel. 

 

  In Judges 7:13-14, Gideon overheard of a dream being told, wherein a cake of barley bread tumbled into the 

Midian camp and overturned the tent. Again, symbolism here was used to convey that God was giving that camp 

into their hands. 

 

  In the book of Daniel, we hear of many dreams and visions. We also learn that God gave Daniel understanding 

on all visions and dreams. See Daniel 1:17. Throughout the book of Daniel we see him interpreting dreams. 

 

  We also learn throughout the Bible that there are distinct differences between a dream and a vision, and a vision 

within a dream. Firstly, we know that dreams happen when we are asleep, and visions happen when we are awake. 

However, it is possible to have visions at night, within a dream. Daniel 4:9, Daniel 2:19, Isaiah 29:7, and Job 4:13 

KJV. 

 

  More references for dreams and visions can be found in 2 Corinthians 12:1, Genesis 15:1, Numbers 12:6, 2 

Chronicles 9:29, 2 Chronicles 26:5, Isaiah 1:1, Habakkuk 2:2, Ezekiel 1:1, Ezekiel 43:3, Daniel 4:5, Daniel 7:1 

as well as in Hosea 12:10. This is by no means exhaustive. 

 

  Worth mentioning, in the dreams recorded in Matthew (see Matthew 1:20, Matthew 2:12, Matthew 2:13, 

Matthew 2:19, Matthew 2:22 and Matthew 27:19) we see that these are literal representations. In all these, but 

the dream mentioned in Matthew 27:19, an angel of the Lord appeared in the dream and gave specific direction 

on a matter. This is clearly literal. Likewise, in Matthew 27:19, I would think this also was literal and not symbolic 

as Pilate’s wife clearly saw the face of Jesus in the dream or she would not have been able to identify Him as 

“this man.’” Therefore, in my opinion, it must also have been literal. 
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  The reason this is important is because I will be referencing dreams and visions in my own life and what I have 

found in my own personal journey with the Lord is that my dreams are more symbolic, while my visions are more 

literal. That being said, I have had literal dreams and symbolic visions. 

 

  Throughout this book as I share on these things, I will explain what the different symbolism in my own dreams 

mean. I will also include my own personal dream symbolism dictionary in the last chapter.  

 

  A lot of symbolism can actually be found in the Bible. As you study this out, in particular the prophetic books 

such as the book of Ezekiel, Daniel and Revelation, you will begin to see and recognize this. We just need eyes 

to see and ears to hear. What I mean by this is, ask the Lord to begin to reveal different symbolism throughout 

the Word of God. Ask Him to open your eyes and ears to it, and you will be amazed at what you begin to see. 
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Chapter 3 

Your Own Personal Dream Language 
 

 

  While I will be sharing my own personal dream symbolism dictionary herein, it is important that you understand 

that I do believe that we all have our own personal dream language. I believe this because as you look at different 

dreams in the Bible, different symbols are used for different people, despite the scenario being similar.  

 

  As an example of this, look at the chief cupbearers dream in Genesis 40 verses Nebuchadnezzar’s dream in 

Daniel 4. Both the cupbearer and Nebuchadnezzar were to lose their leadership position and later have it restored, 

yet this was symbolically represented very differently for both in their dreams. This, I believe, is because one was 

a cupbearer and the other was a King. Their frames of reference were totally different, as was what they each 

individually had rule and authority over. 

 

  As such, we cannot simply use a cookie-cutter approach when interpreting dreams. I believe God is very personal 

and specific and what He uses in my dream to denote something, He may not use in yours when denoting that 

same thing. He uses our own personal frames of reference and experience to speak to us, and that is why it is so 

important that we rely first on Holy Spirit, and then the Bible for interpretation. 

 

  As a very simple example of this, I’ll share an illustration; 

 

  You might love cats and have five of them that sleep on your bed every night. I, on the other hand, am severely 

allergic to certain cats, to the point of my eyes swelling shut if they come near or touch me. Over the years, I have 

had dreams about cats, and in each case it was a warning. The enemy was trying to steal my vision. Not my 

physical vision, my spiritual eyes for what God was wanting to do in the future. 

 

  To further explain, on each of these occasions, there was a person the enemy was using to come against me. The 

main purpose was to distract and/or discourage me—even if just by way of an irritation—from what the Lord had 

called me to do. If he can get us distracted, our eyes move off of Jesus and onto the problem. These dreams were 

a specific call to me: firstly, recognize the enemy’s plan; secondly, pray against it, and thirdly, keep my eyes on 

Jesus and what He has called me to do, and not be distracted and put my eyes on the wrong thing, thereby losing 

my vision.  

 

  The Bible tells us that the Holy Spirit will show us things to come, so that we are never caught unawares. As 

such, we can be thankful rather than be fearful when these types of warning dreams come as He has given us the 

tools necessary to overcome. 
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Chapter 4 

Symbolic Representation Explained 
 

 

  Shortly, I will share just a few examples of where God, in His Word, has used natural things to represent 

something different symbolically. In some cases, you will see this happening in an actual dream or vision context 

within the Bible (see the Daniel 4 or the Revelation 5 example I provide below) while at other times, the Word is 

simply using one thing to symbolically represent another as a point of teaching and illustration. I’m sharing 

examples of both because I want you, the reader, to see that God uses the same symbolism in dreams and visions 

today as we have seen Him use in dreams and visions of the Bible.  

 

  Likewise, we also see Him using symbolic representation in dreams and visions today by using symbolic 

representation He has used in the Bible, even when the illustration was used outside of a dream context within 

the Bible. As an example of the latter, in James 3:4-5 He compares our tongues to the rudder of a ship, yet this 

was not done in a dream context but rather this was simply an illustration used to show the power behind this tiny 

member of our being. 

 

  Before I share a short list of scriptural examples, I will share an example from one of my dreams by connecting 

it to scripture. Here, Jesus Himself was represented symbolically to me as a lion. 

 

  I want to start first by showing scripturally that Jesus can present Himself to us in a different form. Mark 16:12 

gives an example of this, it reads as follows;  

 

 

 

“After that He appeared in another form unto two of them, as they walked, and went into the country.” 

 

Mark 16:12 KJV 

 

 

 

  Just a few lines before this however, in Mark 16:9, we see that He appeared to Mary Magdalene but it does not 

say anything about being in a different form. We can therefore assume that He presented Himself to her in the 

form of Jesus Himself. 

 

  This means of course that how He may present Himself to one person can be different to how He presents 

Himself to another person. Since it does not tell us explicitly in Mark 16:12 exactly what form He took, we cannot 

make assumptions about this either. All we can do is see how Jesus is shown to us in the Bible, and use this as 

our basis of understanding. 

 

  How is Jesus shown to us in the Bible?  

 

  He is our Savior, our Healer, our Redeemer, our Advocate, our Shepherd, the Bread of Life, the Lamb of God, 

the Lion of the Tribe of Judah, the Light of the World, our Rock, our Provider, and our Intercessor. To name but 

a few titles. 

 

  Now, on to the dream where Jesus was shown to me as a lion. 
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  In this particular dream, I was on the outskirts of the city in the Middle East where I lived, surrounded by desert. 

With me was a majestic lion. We stood together looking from a distance into the city. I saw the Arabic men in 

their thobes and I could tell they hated the lion with me, and in turn they hated me. I became very protective, I 

could tell they were planning on trying to kill him. The lion began to pace back and forth, simply staring into the 

city. He was not afraid in the slightest, but rather seemed to be waiting for the right time to move.  

 

  Suddenly the lion turned to me and pounced playfully but very gently onto me. We both hit the ground and 

began to roll about together on the floor. I was having a wonderful time, laughing joyfully and I continually buried 

my head into this lions fur. He in turn continually buried his head into my side, and I stroked and cuddled up to 

him as he loudly purred his affections for me. We finally came to rest, with him laying on his side and me curled 

up against him feeling totally safe, at peace and full of joy. In the dream, my love for this lion was simply 

overwhelming, he was my very best friend and the most important thing in my life. I awoke crying uncontrollably, 

so overwhelmed by the love of God I felt. 

 

  I knew instinctively that the lion was representing Jesus. (See Revelation 5:5 – symbolic representation of Jesus 

as a lion). I also knew that He longed to enter the Islamic world despite their hatred of Him. What shook me to 

the point of tears, however, was the love and ease I felt with this lion. I felt Jesus was inviting me to have such a 

deep, personal and intimate relationship with Him. I realized that despite my great love for Him, I had 

unknowingly kept Him at arm’s length in certain ways. I hadn’t fully allowed Him in.  

 

  Jesus was calling me to be even more than just comfortable with Him. He was calling me into a relationship that 

was fun. He was inviting me to let my guard down completely. I didn’t know I could very seriously love Jesus 

with all my heart and not have to be super serious about it all of the time.  

 

  This dream really changed my life and I was baptized in His love when I woke up. As a result, I began to see 

Jesus and my relationship with Him in a whole new way. I remember for weeks after, every time I tried to relay 

this dream, the love of God would come so heavily upon me that I would get emotional and / or begin to cry.  

 

  In the same way that Jesus has been represented symbolically to me as a lion, He has also come to me in dreams 

in the form of my husband, dressed completely in white. When I awake, I can never quite remember His physical 

features, except that I am drawn to Him and the love that I feel when looking upon Him. The love seems to burn 

within my heart and overwhelms me, both while in the dream and upon waking. 

 

  Since in the natural, at the time of these dreams I was not married, nor had I even met my husband yet, and since 

Isaiah 54 tells me that Jesus is my husband, as does Hosea 2, I don’t question whom my husband represented in 

those dreams. I know it was Jesus.  

 

  Likewise, Revelation 19:7-9 tells us that the Lamb, Jesus, is coming for His bride. His bride means He is the 

husband.  

 

  The reality is, I would have known it was Jesus regardless just by the overwhelming love I have always felt in 

these particular dreams. I typically wake up overwhelmed and crying because His presence is so strong. 

 

  Much like my pastor in America says, you don’t get trod on by an elephant and wonder if it happened. In the 

same way, when Jesus comes and touches you in this way, you’ll know—you won’t be left wondering if it was 

Him or not. 
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Likewise, God has been symbolically represented to me in my dreams as my earthly father. This has happened a 

number of times, where my biological earthly father has come to me in a dream and given me instructions 

regarding my next steps in ministry. Since in the natural I have no relationship with my biological father, along 

with the fact that the Bible tells us that God is the Father, and gives the fatherless a father, I know that this is what 

He is showing me; while I may lack an earthly father’s love and direction in my life, my heavenly father has taken 

up that role and is providing everything I need. The fact that it gets done in a supernatural way like this, makes it 

all the more awesome if you ask me! Again, every time this has happened, I awake with my heart pounding and 

His presence is tangible and very overwhelming. 

 

  As you can now well see, God uses literal things symbolically as a way to represent different things.  

 

  I will provide further explanation with a related illustration linked to the cat warning dreams I mentioned that 

the Lord gave me; 

 

  When you think about the characteristics of a cat, they, as creatures, are self and strong-willed, as well as very 

independent. For the most part, they are untrainable (they are typically not like dogs that can be taught to fetch). 

They are stealthy and sneaky, even deceptive in their ways. They can have a bewitching type of charm, and an 

appearance of arrogance and pride about them. 

 

  Each time I’ve had a warning dream containing cats and the person I was being warned about was revealed, I 

noticed that the same characteristics were in that person. Strong-willed, stubborn, would never ask or accept help, 

would not take correction or direction of any kind. They would not admit to mistakes, and would go to extreme 

lengths with tall tales to cover their tracks when their errors became apparent. These people had a prideful and 

arrogant way about them, along with many different faces. The mask they were wearing would change according 

to whom they were speaking to, using deceptive skill to try charm and gain favor. 

 

  As mentioned, if you’re a cat lover, the chances of having the same kind of dream would be unlikely. Something 

different—that would make sense to you personally—would, in all probability, be used to convey the same 

message. Much like was done with the chief cupbearer and King Nebuchadnezzar scenario. 

 

  While cats, as an actual example, are not in the Bible to depict this, there are countless examples available to 

illustrate how God, in His Word, has used things in the natural such as creatures to symbolically represent their 

attributes and the like. I will name a few for you below, and as you begin to see and recognize this in the Bible, 

your own dream language will begin to take form and make more sense. This is because God is the same 

yesterday, today and forever. Basically, He is still doing things the same way. He is still using things in the natural 

to symbolically illustrate things to us, we just have to learn how He speaks. 

 

In Proverbs 6:6-8, the ant is referenced as being wise, with no guide, ruler or overseer. One who gathers food in 

harvest. These are all actual attributes of an ant in the natural. This is an example of where, in the Bible, and how 

in the Bible, God can use the attributes of a creature to symbolically represent the attributes they themselves carry.  

 

  Now, think back to my dream regarding cats and the explanation I gave on their attributes and how the Lord has 

used this. Study the Word out and you will find there are many examples of this. 

 

  In Matthew 9:17, it speaks of the new wine and the new wine skin, yet it is referencing the anointing (which is 

the new wine), and how God gives us a new character (the new wine skin) to enable us to steward  
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and carry the new wine. This is symbolically referencing how God does a work in us in order to do a work through 

us, since the new wine skin makes way for the new wine. 

 

  In Daniel 4, you will see how God used a tree in a dream to symbolically represent the kingship of King 

Nebuchadnezzar, and the cutting down of that tree to symbolically represent King Nebuchadnezzar’s loss of 

kingship. The roots remaining in the ground is a symbolic picture that he, as a leader, would at a later stage be 

restored, since a tree grows by the roots. This is another perfect example of how God uses something in the natural 

to symbolically represent something different in a dream.  

 

  I have often had dreams and visions about trees around me baring much fruit, and I know the Lord is showing 

me how pleased He is with the leaders in my life, for they are big and strong, baring much fruit for the Kingdom 

of God. 

 

  In Revelation 12:7-9, it speaks of the Dragon, which symbolically represents Satan. 

 

  In 2 Corinthians 2:12 and Revelation 3:20, there is reference of a door which symbolically represents 

opportunity. 

 

  In Isaiah 61:10, Zechariah 3:3-5 and Romans 13:14, garments are referenced symbolically as (robes or coverings 

of) righteousness. 

 

  In Genesis 9:13, a rainbow symbolically represents a token of covenant keeping. 

 

  In Isaiah 3:25, 13:15, Acts 12:2, and Jeremiah 48:2, the sword represents bloodshed and destruction. It can 

however also represent the Word of God, as can be seen in Hebrews 4:12. 

 

  In Revelations 17:15, waters represent an inhabited area, people and nations. 

 

  In James 3:4-5, the tongue is compared to a tiny ship rudder that can steer a great big boat. A symbolic picture 

of how our tongue, a tiny member of the body, can cause either great good, or great destruction, depending on 

how we steer it. 

 

  There are countless more examples, I encourage you to go and study the Word out and find them for yourself. 

The point is, by looking at some of these examples and seeing how God has used things in the natural to 

symbolically represent different things, if you were to suddenly dream of any of these symbols, you would begin 

to have a better picture of what the Lord might be saying. 

 

  Symbolic representation can also have a positive and a negative side. Money for example, in a dream could 

represent favor, or provision in the positive, or greed – the love of money being the root of all evil - in the negative, 

as can be seen in the Bible. It depends on what is happening in the dream.  

 

  Another example of this that can be used here would be the lion. We have already established that in the Bible, 

the lion has been used symbolically to represent the Lord Jesus, see Revelation 5:5. In the same way however, 

the picture of a roaring lion has also been used to represent the enemy, see 1 Peter 5:8. Again, it will be the context 

of the dream that tells you what the Lord is actually saying to you in the dream.  

 

  Another example that comes to mind is wine. It could be representing the new wine – which is the anointing of 

the Holy Ghost, or a warning against the love of worldly things, or even a problem with alcohol itself. This is 

shown throughout the Word. The setting of the dream will tell you which it is. 
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  In the same way, colors have specific meaning. For example, you’ll see different colored horses are mentioned 

in the book of Revelation. This is because each color represents something very specific. This too can be seen 

throughout the Bible. 

 

  The horse example is also another illustration of how God uses animals to symbolically represent different 

things. Horses in the Bible have symbolically represented power of significance (good or bad), a move of God, 

strength, conquest and spiritual warfare. You have to take into consideration the setting of the dream—what is 

happening in the dream, and how do you feel in the dream. This, along with the Holy Spirit guiding you, will 

show you what the intended meaning is. 

 

  A white snake in a dream for instance could represent a religious spirit, and a red snake however might represent 

a spirit of rage. In the same way, dreaming about a snake in a tree could represent a leader—in any capacity, this 

could be a boss, a teacher, a parent etc.—in your vicinity that is operating under or with a particular demonic 

spirit. 

 

  We know this because in Genesis we see the snake is Satan, and in Deuteronomy we see that snakes (and 

scorpions) represent demonic spirits. Trees, we have already established, can be positions of leadership and / or 

authority. (Snakes can also represent intellectual lies – lies that the enemy has told us and led us to believe). 

 

  Now, knowing that colors hold specific meaning in the Word of God, and knowing that there is a positive and 

negative to these depending on the dream setting, you should be in a better position to begin understanding the 

dreams God may give you. 

 

  In closing of this chapter, I will also mention that numbers have very specific meanings also, which of course 

can be found scripturally right throughout the Word of God. I will share what I know of these meanings in the 

last chapter of this book.  
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Chapter 5 

Similarities in our Individual Dream Languages 
 

 

  Having explained previously that we all have our own personal dream and vision language, with the above in 

mind, I have seen on many occasions that my dream language is in some ways very similar to others, especially 

those who come from my country, with a similar background and similar cultural experiences. I will illustrate 

with an example: 

 

  While living in the Middle East, I was having a Skype conversation with a friend of mine from South Africa. In 

the middle of our conversation I suddenly got a Word of Knowledge and Wisdom along with it for her. What I 

saw, which came as a quick flash of a vision in front of me as I spoke to her, was a scene from a dream I had had 

a couple of weeks earlier. 

 

  In my dream, I had walked into a public restroom wanting to use the toilet. On entering the stall, I discovered I 

could not use the toilet because of all the filth covering the seat, which was caked in urine and feces. As such, I 

could not bring myself to sit down.  

 

  When I woke up, the Lord spoke to me. I had been under condemnation from the enemy regarding something 

that actually had nothing to do with me yet I was continually repenting, feeling as if I had somehow done 

something wrong. When I awoke, the Lord said to me that this mess was not my own and that I should not take 

it upon myself. It was such an incredible relief as I instantly knew the situation it was about and immediately the 

burden lifted and I was free. 

 

  As I spoke to my friend, I had a flash of this same dream, but within a vision. This time however it was not me 

trying to find a clean toilet, it was my friend. She too could not find a clean seat. In the instant it took me to see 

this vision, the Lord spoke to me and said that she too must not take somebody else’s mess upon herself. 

 

  I immediately interrupted the conversation and told her of the vision I’d just seen and asked if she’d had a dream 

like this. A stunned silence ensued, followed with, “Mel, both my mom and I are having that dream repetitively 

and neither of us can figure out why! That’s amazing!” 

 

  I then shared with her what the Lord had told me about not taking someone else’s mess upon myself and that I 

felt that this was the Lord saying for both her and her mom to not carry that which was not theirs. She in turn 

shared that she and her mother were under similar condemnation and that this was the best news she had received 

all day. After the call ended she contacted her mother and shared what I had told her. Weeks later when we caught 

up again, she told me that neither her nor her mother had had the dream again. Both were free from that 

condemnation. Amazing.  

 

   This is also a great example of why not to dismiss a dream or vision as not from God simply because you don’t 

immediately understand it. God will make the meaning known and understood with time, as explained previously 

using the Acts 10 example provided. 

  

  Through this experience, and others similar, I realized that my dream language can be similar to another person’s. 

This, however, does not mean that it always is. 
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Chapter 6 

Angels in Dreams 
 

 

  In May 2015 I had a series of dreams, I will share details on the third one which took place on May 6, 2015.  

 

  In this particular dream I was walking along a gently flowing river. Suddenly, I noticed the river starting to rise. 

It got bigger and bigger, flowing faster and faster. I got concerned for our horses as there were fields with horses 

all around grazing. I knew that if the banks of the river burst that the horses would be drowned. I began to follow 

the river upstream to see if I could find what was blocking it and causing it to rise so dangerously. As I followed 

it, I found a man standing among the trees; his name was Michael.  

 

  This particular man had come to me a number of times in different dreams concerning my future, and I was not 

surprised at all to see him. Michael proceeded to tell me that he had caused a blockage and that the blockage was 

good. He told me that the river banks would burst and what was once contained would no longer be contained. 

He proceeded to tell me that the horses we had would drown, but that this was the plan because new power and 

authority would be birthed and that I too would receive a new horse.  

 

  After receiving this news from Michael, I walked back down the river to the stables, and the horses were then 

moved into the stables from the paddocks. Almost immediately the banks of the river burst and the waters flooded 

the yard. I could see everything previously owned, including the horses, which were dull and old, being swept 

away. Suddenly, the yard was new and green, and I found myself staring at a beautiful new horse, bright, shiny, 

young, and strong. I knew it was mine, and I knew there were many more coming to replace all the old ones that 

had been washed away. 

 

  This dream was a picture of the Holy Spirit being released in Power in my church in the Middle East, and how 

this outpouring would also be affecting me. You can read further details on this, and many other dreams I was 

given by God which have now come to pass, in my first book, Crossing the Jordan; There is a Golden Road for 

Everyone. (Paperback available on Amazon, eBook available at www.ctjministries.com). However, as a quick 

explanation of this particular dream I will share the following; 

 

  Biblically speaking, water represents the Holy Spirit. A river, which is moving water, represents the moving of 

Holy Spirit – basically a Move of God. The banks of the river represent a move of God which is contained. The 

river water rising and banks bursting on the other hand, is an outpouring of the Holy Spirit – a move of God that 

was once contained, which is now no longer contained. Revival! 

 

  Horses in this context represent Power and Authority being given to the Church for the sake of the Harvest. In 

short, I was being shown that a Move of God was coming that would leave us all with new Power and Authority. 

This is exactly what happened shortly after I had this dream. 

 

  The reason I’ve shared this particular dream however is because of Michael, the man who gave me the 

information in the dream. As mentioned, Michael had appeared to me in a number of different dreams which I 

had had, and each time it was followed by something very powerful, such as radical healings suddenly breaking 

out everywhere I went, as an example. 

 

  In this dream, and the others I had of him, Michael did not take on the form of an angel. He looked like a normal 

man dressed in white. I have wondered, however, on the significance of the name Michael and if he is perhaps 

http://www.ctjministries.com/
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representing the Archangel Michael, because scripture tells us that God sends angels, ministering spirits, to help 

us. As I study this in the Word, I have become more and more convinced that this is indeed the case. 

 

  If we look in the book of Daniel, we see how one named Gabriel, who had the appearance of a man, visited 

Daniel.  

 

 

 

“When I, Daniel, had seen the vision, I sought to understand it; then behold, standing before me was one who 

looked like a man. And I heard the voice of a man between the banks of the Ulai, which called out and said, 

“Gabriel, give this man (Daniel) an understanding of the vision.” 

 

Daniel 8:15-16 AMP 

 

 

 

  Here, we clearly see that the angel Gabriel took on the form of a man. This further reinforces my beliefs on 

whom the Michael from my dreams really is, especially considering that Gabriel, like Michael had done, was 

bringing understanding to what was being shown in the revelatory event. 

 

  There are many other scriptures, some of which I have already mentioned, that confirm that the Lord uses angels 

in our lives and dreams, not only to bring understanding but to physically do something for us or provide 

instruction. Below I have listed additional scriptural references in this regard. 

 

Acts 5:17-21, Luke 22:42-43, Matthew 4:11, Hebrews 1:14, Psalm 91:11 

 

 

  I’ve included this dream example and explanation because I believe that angels can appear to us in dreams, 

however, we need ‘eyes to see and ears to hear’ as even though it might be a powerful encounter, some may 

disregard it because of the manner in which the angel appeared.  

 

  For instance, I have heard many things regarding angels appearing to us and what this event should or would 

look like if it was really from God.  

 

  For one, I’ve heard that if a real angel appears, it will take on a very particular angelic form, which I’ve now 

proven to be scripturally inaccurate, since we see in Daniel that the angel took on the appearance of a man. 

 

  In the same way, I have also heard that if an angel appears to you, it will be a very frightening experience. This 

is also inaccurate according to scripture, which shows many angelic appearances without mentioning fear and 

trembling at all. 

 

  In short; 

 

  Do angels always have an angelic appearance? No.  

 

  Does the appearance of an angel cause fear, trembling and even falling to the floor? It can! 

Is that always the case? Absolutely not.  
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  My point in saying this is, just as direction doesn’t only have to come through an inner witness, but can come 

through many different ways including that of a dream or vision, so an angel coming to us in a dream or vision 

does not always need to produce fear and trembling in order for it to be from God. 
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Chapter 7 

Stewarding the Gift 
 

 

  One way to faithfully steward dreams and visions in your life would be to record them and pray into them on 

what the next step should be. Habakkuk 2:2 is an example of this instruction, which reads; 

 

 

“And the Lord answered me, and said, Write the vision, and make it plain upon tables, that he may run that 

readeth it.” 

 

Habakkuk 2:2 

 

 

  When I began to faithfully do this, paying attention and believing in faith that the Lord really was speaking to 

me, I began to have more and more dreams and visions. What is more, I began to dream and have visions not only 

concerning myself, but also about various people and nations, showing what the Lord is planning to do in and for 

them in the years to come. 

 

  However, there is a purpose to being shown these things. At the forefront, I believe God loves fellowship with 

us, and when He speaks in this way to us, the first point of action should always be to go to Him, spend time with 

Him; this is what He loves. And then, of course, as you pray into everything and spend time speaking to Him 

about those things He has shown you, He will show you what to do with it, if anything. Not every dream and 

vision requires an action outside of prayer. Good stewardship in this area could actually be keeping your mouth 

shut and not sharing anything with anyone.  

 

  Likewise, not every dream or vision is even from God. We have to test the spirit behind everything, as the Bible 

instructs us to in 1 John 4:1. One sure way to know if it is from God is to ask yourself two questions, namely; 

 

1. Does it line up with God’s Word? And, 

2. Do I have peace about what was revealed? 

 

  As scripture instructs in Colossians 3:15; Let peace be your umpire. 

 

  Worth mentioning in this section; I believe repeatedly having the same dream (a reoccurring dream) typically 

means you’ve not “gotten the message” or taken the action required. I say this because I’ve noticed that as soon 

as understanding has come regarding a dream and the necessary adjustment the dream was indicating to make has 

been made, the dream stops reoccurring.  

 

  While I can’t find a scripture to back this up, it is something I’ve noticed personally in my walk with the Lord. 

I will however remind you that the Word came to Peter 3 times in the Acts 10 example I shared earlier, thus 

indicating that the Lord will repeat His message more than once to ensure we have understood the instruction, 

and that it was indeed Him speaking. 

 

  On the same thread, having the same kind of dream come twice can mean that God is about to establish an event 

in your life, and that it will come to pass. See Genesis 41:32 which reads; 
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“And for that the dream was doubled unto Pharaoh twice; it is because the thing is established by God, and God 

will shortly bring it to pass.” 

 

Genesis 41:32 KJV 

 

 

   In the same way, I have had two different and very specific dreams, both of which I have had twice, and both 

have come to pass. What was most amazing to me was, both of these dreams came many years before I had even 

given my life to the Lord. They had been so in detail and profound that I, to this day, still remember all the detail. 

It touches my heart in a profound way to know that, even while yet a sinner and rejecting Him, the Lord went to 

great lengths to speak to me, to make me know that I was known by Him. 

 

  Now, years later, I see this and love Jesus all the more for it. It is also a reason why I don’t feel people should 

disregard a dream simply because they don’t understand it right away. I didn’t understand those dreams back 

then, now however, they make complete sense and both have come to pass. 
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Chapter 8 

Dream and Interpretation Examples 
 

 

Dream 1 – A dream where I am the focus 

 

  In December of 2017, I dreamed that I was on the front porch of a home looking out into the distance. I was 

waiting for my father, whom I knew would be returning soon. In front of me on the porch was a table, upon which 

was a stack of mail that had been delivered. I went over to the table and began to go through the mail to see if 

there was anything for me. I was excited to find a letter from my Dad. I tucked it under my one arm as I continued 

to go through the rest.  

 

  I was hurrying now, because I knew my father was coming back really soon and I wanted to finish doing what 

I needed to do before his arrival. As I flipped through the remaining mail, I found another envelope addressed to 

me, also from my father. I became angry when I noticed it was open. I then, in the dream, remembered that while 

in the Middle East, my mail had often been stopped from coming through by Islamic government officials. They 

did not want any Christian content in the country, and as such, they would often go through my mail before it got 

to me and remove anything which they did not want me to receive.  

 

  Angrily, I realized that this must have been what had happened with this envelope, and I wondered how long 

they had kept if for and what had been removed that I did not know about. As I began to leaf through the contents, 

I saw that it was very full. It contained stacks and stacks of checks along with some cash. I was amazed that it 

appeared to all still be there! As I went through the checks, I saw there were some small checks, and also some 

very large checks. One in particular caught my attention, it had stars on it with big bolded letters that read, “Bank 

Guaranteed Check!” and I got very excited, realizing that all my needs had, in this one letter, been taken care of. 

I awoke out of the dream. 

 

 

The Meaning 

 

  At the time of having this dream, I had been praying to the Lord for provision, since, in reality, I had run out of 

money. Being in ministry training and unable to work in America, I was forced to rely solely on the Lord to 

provide for my needs, despite a willingness to work and pay my own way. As such, at the time of this dream, I 

had been fasting and praying on this matter. Upon waking, I knew the Lord had heard, and answered, my prayers.  

 

  I will explain the symbolism below. As mentioned, this symbolism is how the Lord speaks to me personally. 

This does not mean He would use the same symbolism for you, although He might do so.  

 

Front porch: Being positioned to see the future. The ability to see what is coming. 

Mail: Message  

Father / Dad: My Heavenly Father, God, who is a Father to the fatherless.  

Checks and Cash: Favor, grace, financial blessing and abundance. 

Bank guaranteed check: The provision and favor are guaranteed – no devil in hell or man on earth can stop it. 

Mail being opened: The enemy had done what he could to delay my breakthrough, but the Lords plans prevail. 

See Daniel 10, as I knew instinctively that the scenario explained in Daniel 10 was similar to what had just 

happened to me. The enemy had tried to stop my breakthrough, but had failed. 
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My Father returning: The return of our King is imminent, and we are to get ready for His arrival! 

Unopened mail under my one arm: This is a call to go deep into the things of God, He has a message for me, yet 

to be revealed. In the secret place, all will be made known. Deep calls to deep. 

 

  In short, He was giving me a picture of what was about to happen. Financial blessing and favor was coming my 

way and all my needs would be taken care of despite what the enemy had tried to do to stop it.  

 

  Within just a few days of having this dream, I had received multiple financial miracles. Without having told 

anyone of my needs, not only was that month’s expenses taken care of, but all my needs over the following six 

months while finishing training in America were covered, and I was even blessed with a vehicle. We serve a 

faithful Father in heaven! 

 

 

Dream 2 – A dream where someone else is the focus 

 

  I recently had a dream about a young girl, a friend whom I know and love. In the dream I saw her sitting behind 

a table. As I watched her in the dream, she smiled happily at me. As the seconds ticked by while staring back at 

her, I noticed that she began to get thinner and thinner. She continued to smile as if nothing was wrong, however, 

in the dream I began to get concerned as she began to look gaunt and unwell.  

 

 

The Meaning 

 

  When I awoke, I knew the Lord was showing me something in order to help her. Remember, as mentioned, the 

majority of my dreams are symbolic and the Lord has always made it clear when this has not been the case. As 

such, I knew that this was not a problem in the natural with food consumption or a lack thereof. The Lord was 

showing me that her Spirit man was becoming weaker and weaker as she was not feeding herself the Word. If we 

are to remain strong in the Spirit, we need to stay in the Word, to be continually ‘eating.’  

 

Meat / Milk: Used in reference to Spiritual food for the spiritually mature or the spiritually immature. See 

Hebrews 5:12, 1 Corinthians 3:2. 

 

  Upon waking, I prayed for her and told the Lord that if He would have me speak to her regarding this, that He 

was to bring her across my path that day and open the door for this conversation to take place.  

 

  On a side note, it is important that we are careful about taking action on things like this, especially when we are 

not leaders over the people we are being shown information about. We cannot simply assume authority and start 

trying to speak into people’s lives. If it really is the Lord, He will make a way for you to speak into the person’s 

life and it will be in a way that they can actually receive. Always consider that perhaps, if the Lord has shown 

you something, it is simply to pray for them. 

 

  That morning I did come across that young girl, and the Lord did open a door. Upon sharing what I had seen, 

the girl said she had not been spending time with the Lord like she should have been, and she hugged and thanked 

me for passing on what I had seen, knowing that it was indeed a Word from the Lord for her.  

 

  Worth mentioning, the way in which this Word was delivered to her made her feel loved and known by the 

Father, rather than under condemnation for not spending time with Him and in His Word. When things are done 

in love rather than anger, judgement or religious tradition, the results will always be positive. 
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  On this note, remember what Shawn Bolz, a well-known Prophetic voice, says. “You’ll never have authority 

over that which you don’t love.” Meaning of course that, if you act on things the Lord shows you from any place 

that does not stem from love, the first thing that will happen is; 

 

 

1. It won’t be received well, and  

2. The Lord will refrain from showing you things in the future, until you’ve proven maturity in sharing in 

the correct manner. 

 

 

  This is because, as with all the gifts, you have to be proven faithful with what He gives you. If you use the 

information He has shown you incorrectly and bring damage to the person in any way, chances are that it will be 

a while before He shows you anything again. God’s heart is always restoration and anything revealed must always 

be conveyed in love, if it is to be conveyed to the person in question at all. As mentioned, sometimes we are 

shown things simply in order to pray. 

 

  I consider my dream and vision life a true blessing and gift from God.  

 

  Since He tells us in Acts 2:17 and Joel 2:28 that His Spirit will be poured out on all flesh, and that prophecy, 

dreams and visions will be the result, I would encourage everyone who wants to experience God in this way to 

press in and ask Him for it. I believe that we receive as much as we contend for and steward well. I believe this 

because the Bible says to ask and that we will then receive. Likewise, those who are faithful with little, to them 

much more will be given.  
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Chapter 9 

Melany’s Personal Dream Symbolism Dictionary 
 

 

  As mentioned in Chapter 3, we all have our own personal God-given dream language. By including this list of 

symbolism, and the corresponding meanings which I have seen the Lord use in my dreams, I am by no means 

attempting to have you interpret your dreams using the same symbolism He uses in mine. I do however think that 

it will be helpful for you to see how God speaks to me personally, because there is a very obvious pattern. This 

can also be found in the Word of God, as we’ve already gone over. 

 

  Remember to always take note of the emotion you feel in your dreams, and how people or creatures relate to 

one another. Context is also vital to understanding the true meaning. 

 

  As God gives the dreams, remember that He is also able to bring to recollection any details forgotten, along with 

the interpretation. Your first point of action should always be to go to Him for direction when clarity is needed. 

 

 

Weapons Context Depending on the context it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Arrow Positive • A specific message 

• Focus 

 Negative • Accusation from the enemy 

Darts Positive • Accuracy 

 Negative • Demonic attack (not life threatening, but painful) 

• Curses 

Dagger Positive • Also see Knife. Ability to speak with skill and / or discernment 

  

If the dagger is in someone else’s hand, you could be under an attack of the 

tongue, such as gossip and / or slander.   

 

If you're holding the dagger, it could be for protection regarding a close-range 

battle, and / or a warning to use your tongue wisely. 

 Negative • Gossip / Slander 

Gun Positive • Spiritual authority (could be good or bad) 

• Impact and power - impacting / piercing the heart 

• Power to reach beyond yourself 

 Negative • Spiritual attack 

Old / dusty 

looking gun 

Positive / 

Negative 

• Authority (good or bad – see Gun above) that has grown stale from lack of 

maintenance and use.  

38 Special 

Gun 

Positive • 3 = Godhead / 8 = New Beginning. New spiritual authority being given by 

God. 

Gun Jam Positive • If in the hands of the unrighteous, speaks of God stopping the negative effects 

of authorities meaning to harm you  

 Negative • If in the hands of the righteous, speaks of something hindering your ability to 

move in the spiritual authority you were designed and created for. 

Knife Positive • Ability to speak with skill and / or discernment 
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If the knife is in someone else’s hand, you could be under an attack of the 

tongue, such as gossip and / or slander.   

 

If you're holding the knife, it could be for protection regarding a close-range 

battle, and / or a warning to use your tongue wisely. 

 Negative • Gossip / Slander 

Shield Positive • Faith 

• God’s protection 

• God's truth 

• Faith in God 

Sword Positive • Word of God. 

• Far reaching authority 

If the person is righteous, it could be indicating authority in the Word of God. 

 Negative • If in somebody else’s hand, this would be similar to the knife symbol, 

however, it is longer and therefore it could be indicating that people around you 

but not necessarily near you could potentially hurt you. 

Water Gun Positive • Similar to gun in terms of spiritual authority, but a specific call to fight matters 

in the Spirit, in prayer, seeking guidance and using the fruit of the Spirit to 

counter attacks, and/or to reach people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objects Context Depending on the context it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Bank 

Guaranteed 

Check 

Positive • Favor and Provision is guaranteed. 

Bounced 

Check 

Negative • Speaks of not having enough to cover the cost of what you’re after. May be 

about finances, but not necessarily finances.  

• A loss of favor. 

Broken 

Camera 

Negative • Speaks of the ability to see prophetically being hindered by something.  

Time in His Presence and in His Word will typically fix anything that was once 

working. 

Camera Positive • You’re receiving a picture of what is to come. It is important that you 

remember what He is showing you. 

• Prophetic Gifting / Seer 

Camera with 

great ability 

to zoom in 

Positive • Prophetic ability to see, retain and share (if directed by the Lord) on what is 

being shown in the Spirit. 

• Usually speaks of a prophetic picture of what is to come. Take note of what is 

being zoomed in on. 

Calendar Positive / 

Negative 

• Check number/s of date being shown, may have to do with the spiritual 

meaning of the numbers involved. 

• May speak about a specific event that will or has taken place on the date being 

shown. 

• Typically speaks of timing and/or seasons. 

Casket Negative • May speak of Spiritual death – those that don’t know the Lord 

• Death 
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Cellphone Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of your communication, or lack thereof, with the Lord. Typically, a 

Call to deeper intimacy with the Lord in order to hear His voice. 

Cellphone 

Charger 

Negative • Typically an indication that your intimacy with the Lord has grown cold and 

there is a need to ‘recharge’ in His presence to re-establish relationship and 

ability to hear His voice. 

Check Positive • Favor 

• Financial provision 

Christmas 

trees 

Positive • Trees represent leadership 

• A Christmas tree is usually an evergreen tree; in other words, the type of tree 

(leader) that is green (does not lose its leaves) all year round. Jeremiah 17:8. 

• If the Christmas tree is decorated, it could be representing a specific time of 

year. 

• If there are gifts under the tree, if could represent that the leader is coming into 

a season of receiving certain Gifts of the Spirit. 

Cigarettes Negative • Speaks of bad habits that are destructive to you / the smoker. 

Credit Card Negative • Presumption 

• Attempting to walk in something that you don’t yet have  

• Debt  

• Lack of trust in the Lord (His provision for you) 

Crops Positive • That which you have worked for is about to come to pass 

 

Take special note of what is happening in the dream;  

 

• Is it harvest time?  

• Is there a weather issue such as a storm on the horizon that could destroy the 

crop?   

Crown Positive • Jesus Christ 

• A symbol of Life in Christ 

• Authority  

• Ability to Reign  

• A Seal of Holy Power  

• Honor  

• Reward 

Date Positive / 

Negative 

• Check numbers of date being shown, may have to do with the spiritual 

meaning of the numbers involved. 

• May speak about a specific event that will or has taken place on the date being 

shown. 

• Typically speaks of timing and/or seasons 

Dartboard Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of accuracy to pierce the heart of man.  

• Prophetic ability. 

• Can be good or bad, note context. 

• In negative context, speaks of enemy attack 

Dining Table Positive • Speaks of a place of fellowship and receiving the Word in fellowship 

Desk Positive • Speaks of a place of work and / or productivity 

Desk: 

Wooden 

Positive • Speaks of humility in work or humble work 

• Taking on a task with a humble heart 

Desk: Metal / 

Steel 

Negative • Speaks of pride and/or arrogance in the area of productivity. Being hard of 

heart in connection to your productivity in some way.  

Doors Positive • Opportunity 
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• A heavy door could represent an opportunity that will require some effort and 

perseverance to walk through. 

• A door that swings open could be an opportunity the Lord has made way for 

you to take. 

• A closed door could either be a missed opportunity, or perhaps could be 

indicating something that the Lord is protecting you from, and does not want 

you to do. 

• Jesus (as in, Jesus is the door to salvation) 

Electricity Positive • Speaks of Gods Supernatural Power and Anointing 

 Negative • When no power / power goes out, speaks of a lack of Gods power and 

anointing 

• Speaks of a lack of light – light of Jesus. Devoid of His presence 

Electric 

Guitar 

Positive • Speaks of a powerful and supernatural Gift of Worship. This may likely be 

seen in those Called to a Worship Role. 

• May be about a specific gifting in this instrument 

• Note context; May be speaking about the dreamers specific heart stance 

toward God and Worship of God (private worship vs platform worship leader). 

Evergreen 

tree 

Positive • Trees represent leadership. An Evergreen tree is a type of tree that is green all 

year round, and thus could indicate a leader that will not go through a period of 

dormancy like most other trees. See Jeremiah 17:8.  

Flowers Positive • Grace 

• Honor 

• Blessing 

Fridge Positive • Speaks of keeping the Word of God fresh and alive in your life. 

• Being a doer of the Word; Not allowing the Word to ‘go bad’ or become 

useless or stale in your life. 

Fruited Trees Positive • Anointed leaders who are producing much fruit for the Kingdom of God 

• Healing 

Furniture Positive / 

Negative 

• Take note of the state of furniture.  

• Speaks of Gods Glory and Prescence in the dwelling. Dwelling in this context 

typically will speak about the state of the persons heart. For instance, if the 

furniture is old, not maintained etc., this is a reflection of the state of that 

person’s relationship with the Lord. If it is new, shiny, brilliant in color and 

detail, speaks of Gods Glory being present and evident in that persons life. 

Gardens Positive • Love and intimacy with the Lord 

• A healthy life with spiritual growth  

Gate Positive • The entry point for good or evil  

(This can be positive or negative, depending on the context of the dream) 

Gift Positive • May speak of a specific season. For instance, Christmas Gifts under a tree may 

speak of that time of year. 

• May speak of an increase in the Gifts of the Spirit in the dreamers life. 

Guitar Positive • Typically speaks of intimacy and worship in the secret place. Your personal 

worship of the Lord. 

• If a worship leader, may speak about leading others into worship 

 Negative • If broken, warped or damaged in any way, speaks of a problem in the area of 

worship, whether this is in your individual time with the Lord or the way you 

are using the Gift on your life to lead others. 

Guitar 

(warped) 

Negative • You’ve allowed the world – the worlds views and ways – to influence your 

gift of music and it has become warped. 
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floating in the 

ocean 

• Typically about compromise, not living fully with both feet in the Kingdom 

• A warning to go back to basics and remember that the Lords ways are not in 

line with the worlds ways. 

Hammock Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak of a time of rest away from your normal surroundings that will 

produce a new intimacy with the Lord (see bed) 

• If hammock in bad surroundings, uncomfortable or broken etc., may speak of 

being hindered in your intimacy with the Lord. 

Hair Positive • Speaks of wisdom, anointing and strength 

Hair Dryer / 

Styling Hair 

Positive • Speaks of preparing the dreamer for an increase in the area of wisdom, 

anointing and strength 

Hair Dresser Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of someone, good or bad, that may be used to help (or hinder) you. 

Note context. For instance, if you find yourself at a hairdresser and they are 

washing your hair with dirty water, this is a warning about bad doctrine and the 

influence it will have on you and the wisdom, strength and anointing you walk 

in. However, if the hairdresser is trimming, styling or cleaning things up, this 

would speak of a work being done to clean up areas of your walk that may have 

lacked wisdom etc. 

Hard drive Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak about a supernatural ability to carry knowledge and information 

with you, everywhere you go. 

• May be a warning to not carry old memories that relate to unforgiveness, hurts, 

offences, anger etc.  

Hedge Positive • A strong, in-tact hedge, could indicate the proper use of spiritual weapons, 

thus not allowing the enemy a foothold in the dreamer’s life. 

 Negative • A hedge that is broken in places or torn down could indicate the entry point 

for evil, and may be a warning.  

iPad Positive • An iPad is also known as a Tablet, which could represent something of the 

law.  

• The ‘i’ in iPad could be representing something of revelatory understanding, 

relating to our spiritual eyes and the ability to see and understand 

communication of the Holy Spirit. 

Incubator Positive • Speaks of Gods supernatural life-giving power to nurture to health that which 

He has birthed and is still small, fragile and in developmental stages, possibly 

birthed too soon (for instance, if we ‘go’ on our timing and not Gods timing.) 

Jumper 

Cables 

Positive • Typically speaks of God supernaturally restarting something that had lost its 

power, usually revolving around someone’s personal ministry such as a career 

or occupation. If in the case of a bus, this would speak of His power to restore 

an organization or ministry carrying many people. 

• If you’re the one bringing the jumper cables to help someone else, it speaks of 

a special anointing on your life to restore Gods power and life to that which has 

lost power and life. 

Key Positive • Spiritual authority 

• Wisdom 

• Understanding 

• Ability 

• Jesus 

• Access to ‘the more’ of God 

Kite Positive / 

Negative 

• Note context. A kite is directed by the wind, it cannot be controlled and 

manipulated past a certain point as the direction and strength of the wind is what 

really enables it to fly. In the same way, we are to be directed by the Holy Spirit. 
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Depending on the context of the dream, this will be positive or negative, and 

our job is to yield to the Holy Spirit and allow Him to direct and correct us. 

• Often a call to pray regarding a matter rather than try and steer it personally 

Ladder Positive • Ascending could indicate promotion 

• Going higher into the things of God 

• Access into heavenly activity (as in Jacobs ladder had angels ascending and 

descending) 

 Negative • Descending could indicate demotion. 

Laptop Positive / 

Negative 

• Note context of dream to know if it is positive or negative.  

• Laptops speak of the work you are doing.  

• An example of a positive laptop dream would be to see your laptop being 

flooded by clean water. This speaks of the work you are doing being anointed 

and sanctified by the Holy Spirit.  

• A negative laptop dream would be to see your laptop fall into the darkness of 

a bottomless pit or well. This would speak of the work you have done being lost 

to the hands of the enemy. 

Leaves Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of healing, shelter and prosperity in the positive, or decay, fruitlessness 

and shame in the negative. 

Mail Positive • Speaks of a special message 

Map Positive / 

Negative 

• Note context. Maps speak about a specific direction. Either it is directional in 

the sense that you’re being shown the way to go in terms of a decision that needs 

to be made. However, in some cases this will be about how to respond – in 

grace, love, kindness etc. 

• In the negative this could be about showing you that you are not on the right 

track. This can be depicted by finding yourself on the wrong road in a dream, 

or being stuck due to road construction, or a dark road where you are unable to 

see where you are going, or even finding yourself lost in a dream. 

Manicure Positive • Speaks of a special grace and anointing on your hands to fulfil and prosper in 

the work you’ve been Called to. 

Microphone Positive • Authority and influence 

• Ministry 

• Ability to be heard 

• Far reaching influence 

Microwave Positive • A quick work being done 

• An acceleration 

 Negative • Impatience / unwillingness to work through things properly (looking for a 

quick fix) 

Mirror Positive • God's Word  

A mirror typically speaks of the state of a person’s heart, depending on what is 

seen, such as vanity, pride, envy, jealousy etc. 

Money Positive • Gaining favor  

• Power 

• Provision 

• Wealth 

• Spiritual riches 

• Authority 

• Strength of man (what man can use as power) 

 Negative • Covetousness 

• Greed 
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Nail Polish Positive • Note color of polish.  

• Speaks of a special grace and anointing on the work of your hands, or the 

specific walk you’ve been Called to. 

Nails / 

Screws 

Positive • May speak of an anointing to build Gods Church 

• May also speak of the ability and anointing to work with your hands. 

Net Positive / 

Negative 

• In the positive it speaks about the ability to catch and retain – for instance, 

fish. Winning many souls at one time to Jesus. In the negative this could be a 

warning about a trap being laid for you by the enemy. 

Oil Positive • Speaks of the anointing of God to save, heal, deliver and equip with power. 

Pedicure Positive • Speaks of a special grace and anointing being given to walk out the specific 

Call you’ve been given. 

Picture Frame Positive / 

Negative 

• If fill, take note of what photos are being shown, as the message will likely be 

relating to memory from that event. 

Plants around 

your house 

Positive • Grace is being extended to you 

Pots and Pans Positive • May speak of a special teaching anointing 

• Ability to prepare the Word for others 

Quilt Positive • Typically speaks of a special anointing / heavier mantle. Take note of the 

colors and age. If for instance you find an old quilt in the attic it speaks about 

discovering your heritage in Christ that has been passed down from those in 

your family who have gone before you. 

Ring Positive • Everlasting covenant  

• Given authority 

Roof Positive • Speaks of Spiritual Covering 

Staff Positive • Authority 

Solar Panels Positive • Being powered by the Holy Spirit through constant exposure to His Presence, 

creating the ability to transform other areas through His Power. 

• Supernatural Growth from Heaven 

Television Positive • Spiritual sight and understanding; 

The Lord might be showing you something in order for you to pray into it or 

share the dream or vision (as in ‘Tell-a-vision’). 

 

Note;  

 

If the screen is broken, blurry or has been removed, or if you can't turn it on, it 

would typically mean a loss of spiritual understanding and vision. It can be fixed 

or recovered by spending time in the Word and with the Lord. 

 Negative • Fleshly cravings and desires 

• Fleshly spirit 

• Love of the world 

Trees Positive / 

Negative 

• Leader or leadership (can be good or bad) 

• Mature, steady believer 

Umbilical 

Cord 

Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of Gods power to bring and nurture to life that which He is birthing. 

Note context as this may be a warning if, for instance, you see yourself pregnant 

in a dream and discover there is a problem with the umbilical cord. Time in His 

presence and in prayer will guide you on what needs to be done to ensure His 

purposes are birthed as and when He wills. Typically, problems with pregnancy 

relate to a lack of intimacy with the Lord and time in His Word. 
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Ultrasound Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of a supernatural ability to discern whether or not there are problems, 

spiritually and/or physically, what they are and possibly how to bring restoration 

in that area. 

• May be revealing a problem or issue you were not aware of. 

Washing 

Machine 

Positive • Speaks about a sanctifying work being done as you walk out your Calling 

Watch Positive / 

Negative 

• Typically, this speaks about the meaning of the number shown on the watch, 

and how it relates to being time for that particular number. For instance, if it is 

8pm on the watch, this speaks of it being time for a new beginning, as 8 is the 

number of new beginnings. 

• May speak about not wasting time, depending on the number and context of 

dream. 

• May be a warning against materialism. 

Weeping 

Willow 

Positive / 

Negative 

• A leader who is struggling emotionally 

Windows Positive • Vision 

• Letting light in (the light of Jesus/truth) 

• The ability to see and discern things spiritually 

 

Note; 

 

Windows are for your vision – to see out - but note the context. A glass elevator 

or house for example would be for other people and would indicate that you are 

going through a season of being observed. 

X Ray Positive / 

Negative 

• See Ultrasound 

• Speaks of a supernatural ability to discern whether or not there are problems, 

spiritually and/or physically, what they are and possibly how to bring restoration 

in that area. 

• May be revealing a problem or issue you were not aware of. 

 

 

 

Misc. Context Depending on the context it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Abandonment Negative • Typically this is seen in a dream to reveal how you see yourself as a child of 

God. He may be wanting you to recognize that you don’t trust Him, and that 

you feel He has forgotten about you. It reveals ultimately an identity problem, 

not recognizing who you are in Christ and what He has made available to you. 

• May be revealing issues around physically being abandoned by parents or the 

like, in order for you to allow God in and heal that area of your heart. 

Abduction Negative • Speaks of the enemy wanting to take control by force, rendering you 

defenseless and without help. 

Abortion Negative • Speaks of not seeing the plans and purposes of God through. Not allowing 

Him to birth that which He intended for you to walk in. 

Abscess Negative • Speaks of the enemy using something – often incorrect thought patterns - to 

‘infect’ an area of your walk with the Lord. Note where the abscess is located. 

Medication to heal the abscess in time in His presence and His Word. 
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Anger Negative • Typically, when emotion such as anger is shown in a dream, it is a warning to 

not allow that spirit to rule in your life. You need to repent of coming into 

agreement with it and acting on it, and renounce it and begin to operate in the 

opposite spirit instead. God wants you free from these things. 

Badge 

(police) 

Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks about spiritual authority, either good or bad. Context of the dream will 

show you which. 

Baggage Positive / 

Negative 

• In the positive this may be about transporting that which you’ve learned from 

one place to another. 

• In the negative this may be about carrying that which the Lord would have 

you forgive and move on from. 

Bait Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak about the bait satan uses to lure you. Fleshly and worldy desires. 

• May speak about being a fisher of men, meaning an evangelical call on your 

life to bring others into the Kingdom of God. 

Baking bread Positive • Speaks of the Bread of Life (Jesus / the Gospel) and preparing the Word for 

others to receive Him. 

Barrier Positive / 

Negative 

• In the positive, may speak of keeping the enemy out of a situation. 

• In the negative, may speak about the works and plans of the enemy to keep 

you out of or uninvolved in something you should be part of or participating in. 

Basketball Positive / 

Negative 

• This speaks of an ability and willingness to work as a team, with precision, 

accuracy and skill. Likewise, a negative context would involve walking off the 

court or something similar, indicating not being a team player or the like. 

Bed Positive / 

Negative 

• Intimacy with the Lord 

• Resting in God 

• Note context; may be a warning to not sleep through Harvest time 

Bed 

connected to 

toilet 

Positive / 

Negative  

• When your intimacy with the Lord is being hindered by unrepented sin, this 

may be something you see. 1 John 1:9. To restore intimacy with the Lord, you 

need to repent of the sin in your life, and turn and go in the opposite direction. 

You cannot approach the throne of grace with confidence with hidden sin in 

your life. 

Bed on stilts  

(bed on 

second floor, 

stilts start at 

first floor) 

Negative • This is showing that your faith in the Lord is based on a level that is not your 

own. You may have seen or heard of God’s faithfulness, but it has not yet 

become real to you, as it is not based on experience but rather what you’ve heard 

from others. Your intimacy needs to grow, to allow your experience of God to 

catch up with what you’ve heard of His Faithfulness as being. 

Books Positive • Typically speaks of a time of learning 

Bowel 

movements 

Positive / 

Negative 

• Bowel movements speak of repentance of sin, removing toxic waste etc. 

Broom Positive • Speaks of cleaning up foundational issues, either in your life or helping others 

in theirs, depending on the context of the dream.  

Building 

houses 

Positive • May speak of building God’s house 

• May speak of an anointing to build in the natural (construction etc.) 

• May speak of a personal work God is leading you in, to correct an area in your 

own life. (note what you’re working on – foundation etc.) 

• May speak of a specific anointing God is putting on your life, or your church 

Cactus Negative • False Grace 

Camouflage Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of battle / spiritual warfare 

• Being part of Gods army 

• Speaks of being undercover, may be positive or negative depending on the 

context of the dream. 
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Crib Positive • Intimacy to promote growth of the new thing God has birthed 

Chewing Positive • A time of meditating 

• Receiving wisdom and understanding 

 Negative • A hindrance or difficulty in accepting something (as in, “I need to chew on 

that”) 

Chewing 

(Difficulty 

chewing) 

Negative • Difficulty accepting or receiving something 

 

Choking Negative • Difficulty in accepting something (as in, “the news was hard to swallow”). 

• Hatred or anger (as in “I could choke her right now”). 

• Unfruitfulness (as in, with weeds growing up and choking the plants). 

Christmas   Positive • Gifts 

• A season of rejoicing 

• Spiritual gifts 

• Surprise 

• Good will 

• Benevolence 

• A specific time of year 

 Negative • Commercialism 

Circle Positive • Covenant 

• Everlasting 

• No beginning or end 

C Section Positive  • Birthing Gods promises (and it may not happen in the way you expect). 

• May speak of a Prophetic / Seer Gifting being birthing (‘See’ vs ‘C’ Section 

play on words) 

• Recovery time from this type of birth may be longer / different.  

Cleaning Positive • Speaks of removing things that would hinder what God is doing in any way 

Construction 

Work 

Positive / 

Negative 

• Note what you’re doing – building or demo / tearing apart. 

• May be a warning not to tear down what God is building 

• May speak of building Gods House 

• May speak of a gifting for construction in the natural 

• Pay special attention to the area you’re working on as this will give the dream 

context. For instance, if you’re building bathrooms, it may speak of work God 

has called you to do in preparing people for deliverance. Foundations may speak 

of the work God has called you to in laying good foundations for new believers. 

Eating / 

Drinking 

Positive • Meat = doctrine / food for the spiritually mature 

• Milk = doctrine / elementary teaching / food for the new believer 

• Pastries = May be speaking about biblical teachings that are enjoyable and not 

necessarily challenging to your character (such as God’s faithfulness and love 

etc.). We have to allow God to deal with the areas of our character that need 

refining, and not only submit and listen when the message is not challenging to 

us. 

 Negative • Candies may speak of filling up on things of the world rather than things of 

the Lord. When we fill up on the wrong thing, it doesn’t leave much room for 

the right thing. Could be a warning and Call back into intimacy with Jesus and 

time in the Word / Prayer. 

Death Positive • Typically speaks of the end of a season, career, occupation etc.  

Delivery Positive • Typically speaks of the arrival of a promise or prophetic Word. 
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Delay Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak of God slowing things down to align with His timing 

• May speak of the enemy attempting to stop what you’ve been Called to 

• May speak about your own decisions and actions causing a delay in what God 

has for you. 

Demolition Positive / 

Negative 

• Note context. May speak about tearing down strongholds, making way for 

firm foundations in Christ etc. 

• In the negative, may be warning not to tear down what God is building. 

Demotion Negative • Typically shown as downward movement. Down stairs, down escalator, down 

lift etc. Get real with the Lord, evaluate you motives and actions and ask Him 

what in your life does not line up with the Lord that would lead to demotion, 

and then allow Him to bring correction. 1 John 1:9 

Derailment Negative • Typically speaks of things going off course. Note context in what caused the 

derailment so you can pray and act accordingly. 

Embryo Positive • Gods promises being formed, in embryo state. Meaning, a seed has been 

planted and with time and correct nourishment it will grow and be birthed. 

• Prophetic Word 

Fat Positive  • In the positive, this typically speaks of someone being well prepared in the 

Word. As we feed on the Word, we grow bigger and stronger spiritually. 

Fighting Negative • Typically, when behavior such as fighting is shown in a dream, it is a warning 

to not allow that spirit to rule in your life. You need to repent of coming into 

agreement with it and acting on the driving force (anger, rage, jealousy etc.), 

and renounce it and begin to operate in the opposite spirit instead. God wants 

you free from these things. 

Flying Positive • A Call and capacity to move in things of the spirit.   

 

Note; 

 

Flying is a symbol of a Revelatory Call or ability. Typically, the better you can 

control your flight the more mature you are in the gift. If you are crashing into 

things it means an immaturity in your gifting but not a lack of gifting.  

• Flying could also indicate the need and ability to rise above problems.  

• It could simply indicate an understanding of the Spirit realm of God. 

Gambling Negative • May be a warning against gambling / addictions / worldly and fleshly desires. 

• May be a warning that you’ve not weighed the cost of something that is not a 

‘sure thing’. As in, ‘it’s a gamble’ 

Gas Tank Positive / 

Negative 

• Note whether the tank is full or empty, or being filled. 

• Gas speaks of Holy Spirit power. If the tank is empty, it speaks of a lack of 

Holy Spirit power. If the tank is full, it speaks of God’s power being present to 

propel you forward. If the tank is being filled, it speaks of Gods infilling of 

power that is taking place. 

Gift Basket Positive • This typically speaks of God giving something new. Take note of what is in 

the basket. For instance, if it contains tickets to a show, the dream is saying that 

God is giving you a gift, and that gift is that He is going to begin to show you 

certain things that others don’t see. Example: Words of Knowledge  

Graduation Positive • Completion of God’s purposes in a particular setting/season. 

• Promotion; typically indicates that a time of transition is upon you 

Golden 

Instrument 

Positive • A golden instrument often speaks of a very deep level of worship in your 

relationship with the Lord, and could also speak about a special anointing for 

that musical instrument. 
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Hammer Positive • May speak about building the church 

• May speak about a specific anointing to build with your hands 

Harvest Time Positive • A time of reaping the rewards of your labor 

Note context – is the weather great, or is there a storm on the horizon? These 

extra details will give you more detail into what the Lord is wanting to 

communicate. 

Ice skating Positive • Speaks of moving in things of the spirit. Your level of skill and ability in the 

dream will depict your level of operating in the prophetic in the natural.  

• Note, if falling or bumping into things etc., it doesn’t necessarily mean a lack 

of gifting, but rather an immaturity in the gift that can and will grow if nurtured 

correctly. 

Infection Negative • Usually a warning – speaks of something that you’re doing or involved in has 

the ability to spread through the body and make you, and potentially the body 

of Christ, sick. 

Infestation Negative • Typically speaks of things (actions, character issues and flaws, involvement 

with ungodly things etc.) not being dealt with and cleaned up, and therefore 

giving the enemy free rein and rule to completely take over. 

Jealousy Negative • Typically, when emotion such as jealousy is shown in a dream, it is a warning 

to not allow that spirit to rule in your life. You need to repent of coming into 

agreement with it and acting on it, and renounce it and begin to operate in the 

opposite spirit instead. God wants you free from these things. 

Kiss Positive • Coming into agreement 

• Covenant 

 Negative • Seductive process 

• Enticement 

• Deception 

• Betrayal 

• Betrayal from a trusted friend. (Judas betrayed Jesus with a kiss). 

Labor Positive • Gods promises being birthed 

• Labor is called labor because it is hard work. As you are birthing that which 

God has prepared for and in you, don’t expect things to be easy. Remember, the 

Lord is with you and will finish what He started despite what things look like 

in the natural. 

• Comes after a set time of preparation. 

Life seasons Positive / 

Negative 

• May include former places you have been or lived, and / or former schools, 

tests, jobs etc.  

• Reflect on the significance of that season and if anything was highlighted, ask 

the Lord if there is something from the past that He is wanting to deal with. 

Lights or light 

fittings 

Positive • Could indicate the Gift of Discerning of Spirits and / or deliverance ministry.  

• The ability to see into the Spirit Realm 

• Prophetic Call 

• Could be a Call to walk as a Light to the world as Jesus has instructed. 

• Could be a Call to walk in the light, out of darkness and deception. 

Make-up Positive / 

Negative 

• Make-up can be used in dreams to represent the face we present to others, but 

not our true self. If it is smudged, looking terrible etc., or running off, it would 

be a warning dream to look at certain character issues and not try hide or cover 

them up – Jesus sees everything.  
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Messenger 

Message 

Positive • Messages on messenger, or a text, speak of communication with the Lord. A 

message, whether on messenger or WhatsApp or text (or voicemail) speaks of 

a message being left for you. 

• Speaks of a message / prophetic Word 

• May be a warning to ‘not miss’ the voice of the Lord. Listen intently when 

you hear the voice of the Lord and be diligent and quick to obey. 

• May be a Call to intimacy. Intimacy with the Lord and time in the Word will 

develop your spiritual ears to hear His voice and not miss anything He may be 

wanting to say. 

Money Positive / 

Negative 

• Loss or gain of favor 

• Provision 

Miscarriage Positive / 

Negative 

• Losing something at the preparatory stage, whether good or bad 

 

Missing a call 

from 

someone 

named Grace 

Positive / 

Negative 

• This typically speaking about not wanting to take something on, because you 

have not seen or recognized that God’s Grace is sufficient and available in your 

situation or circumstance. You can trust God to meet your needs and provide all 

you need to get the task done. 

Mug (cup) Positive • Your Call or destiny 

• A source of nourishment and sustenance 

 

Note; 

 

Drinking from a new mug or cup could indicate that you will receive a new 

source of nourishment for the Spirit, such as a new leader, a new church etc., or 

possibly a new assignment. 

 Negative • Suffering 

Musical 

Instrument 

Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak of the condition of your personal worship of the Lord 

• May speak about a specific gifting 

• Possibly a Call into the Worship ministry 

• In the negative, speaks about a lack of worship / intimacy with the Lord – 

when an increase in praise and worship is really required to move to a new level. 

Take special note of the instrument as it will give context. For example; is it 

broken, damaged, warped or strange in any way etc. 

• May be a call to fight your battles through worship. 

Oak Tree Positive • Strong, mature, resilient leaders 

• Planted by the Lord 

Painting a 

house 

Positive • Note color of paint 

• May speak of building God’s house 

• May speak of imparting something in God’s house  

• May speak of an anointing to build in the natural (construction etc.) 

• May speak of a personal work God is leading you in, to correct behavioral and 

character flaws in your own life. 

• May speak of a specific anointing God is putting on your life, or your church 

Pregnancy Positive • Purposes of God preparing to come forth 

• In the process of reproducing 

• Preparatory stage 

• Promise of God 

• Word of God as seed  

• Prophetic Word 
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• Desire 

• Anticipation  

• Expectancy 

• New beginning 

Preparing 

Food 

Positive • Speaks of preparing Gods Word to be delivered 

• Preacher / Teacher anointing 

Re-wiring a 

house 

Positive • This is a prophetic picture of new power coming into the house of God. If you, 

the dreamer, are re-wiring the house, it speaks of God using you personally to 

bring His power back into the house. 

Race (Also 

see Running) 

Positive • Speaks of running the race set before us, not growing wary in well doing etc. 

Repeated 

dream or 

activity 

Positive • Twice is showing that God is establishing the event in your life and that it will 

take place. 

• More than twice means you haven't understood the message yet and are being 

shown again. 

Square Negative • Out of covenant / without covenant 
River Positive • A Move of God  

Banks of a 

River 

bursting 

Positive • Outpouring of the Spirit  

• Revival  

• That which was once contained is now no longer contained 

Running 

(also see 

Race) 

Positive • Perseverance and Faith  

• The working out of one's salvation 

• Your heavenly race 

• Moving forward with purpose 

Sexual 

encounter / 

returning to 

past 

relationships 

Negative • Returning to your prior loves, such as old patterns of thinking and ways of the 

world.  

 

Note; 

 

This could indicate; 

• Issues in your marriage 

• Bloodline issues such as adultery, incest, curses passed down or possibly 

idolatry. 

• If married, you may be putting something or someone, even yourself, before 

God, representing adultery since your first relationship should be with God. 

Swimming Positive • Living in the Spirit 

• Moving in the things of the Spirit 

• Operating in the Gifts of the Spirit 

Text message Positive • Texts (phones & cellphones) speak of communication with the Lord. A text 

(or voicemail) speaks of a message being left for you. 

• Speaks of a message / prophetic Word 

• May be a warning to ‘not miss’ the voice of the Lord. Listen intently when 

you hear the voice of the Lord and be diligent and quick to obey. 

• May be a Call to intimacy. Intimacy with the Lord and time in the Word will 

develop your spiritual ears to hear His voice and not miss anything He may be 

wanting to say. 

Tickets Positive • A ticket typically speaks of access to something specific. For example, if you 

receive tickets to a show, it is an indication that God is going to begin to show 

you things that others don’t see. Visions, Words of Knowledge etc. 
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Tight rope Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of a tricky situation that will require treading very carefully to avoid a 

fall. 

Tree  • Leader. Leadership. Authority Figures. 

Tree chopped 

down 

Negative • Speaks of a leader who has lost his authority. 

• What has been lost, may still be reinstated. Seeking the Lord, His Will, His 

Presence and His Word may position you for reinstatement  

Voicemail Positive / 

Negative 

• Calls/phones etc. speak of communication with the Lord. A voicemail speaks 

of missing a call, and a message being left for you. 

• Speaks of a message / prophetic Word 

• May be a warning to ‘not miss’ the Call – listen intently when you hear the 

voice of the Lord and be diligent and quick to obey. 

• May be a Call to intimacy if you keep missing calls. Intimacy with the Lord 

and time in the Word will develop your spiritual ears to hear His voice and not 

miss anything He may be wanting to say. 

Water Positive • Holy Spirit  

• Cleansing 

• Salvation  

• Eternal Life  

• A necessity of life 

Waterbed Positive • Water speaks of Holy Spirit, Bed speaks of Intimacy with the Lord 

• Typically a Call to spend time with the Lord, develop your intimacy with Him 

and hearing the voice of the Holy Spirit in your life. 

• May speak about resting in the Spirit / Resting in the Lord. 

• Note context and what is happening to the bed. Is there a leak etc.? 

 Weeds Negative • A warning that things are not being maintained correctly in your life, nor are 

the negative / ungodly things being removed before they can take hold and 

grow. Note context in where you see them as it may be to do with someone 

else’s life, and be a Call to pray for them etc. 

Yelling Negative • Typically, when an action such as yelling is shown in a dream, it is a warning 

to not allow that spirit to rule in your life (anger, rage, jealousy etc. – whatever 

is driving it). You need to repent of coming into agreement with it and acting 

on it, and renounce it and begin to operate in the opposite spirit instead. God 

wants you free from these things. 

 

 

 

Clothing Context Depending on the context it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Apron Positive • Speaks of a special gifting to prepare and deliver the Word of God 

• Teacher / Preacher type of Gifting 

Bathrobe Positive • Coming out of or going into a place or time of cleansing 

Ballet Shoes Positive • Speaks of a Call that requires quiet strength, grace and harmony. 

Cap and Gown Positive • Speaks of a time of graduation being upon you. Promotion ahead, new 

beginning. 

Coat Positive • Heavier mantle and anointing 

Cultural 

Clothing 

Positive • A missionary Calling 

 

Note; 
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It could indicate that you’re Called to that particular country, to intercede for 

that country or perhaps that you will have interaction or influence with someone 

from that country. 

Ice skates / 

Skis 

Positive • Speaks about moving in things of the Spirit 

• Prophetic ability 

Pajamas Positive • A time of resting in God  

 Negative • Spiritual slumber – could represent a call to ‘wake up.’ 

Shoes Positive • The Gospel of Peace 

 

Note; 

 

• Shoes often reveal either having peace or a lack of peace in your walk. For 

instance, if you’re bare foot or have forgotten your shoes, this would speak of a 

lack of peace in your life / walk. 

 

• Different shoes typically represent different Callings. Track shoes for instance 

represent a different Call to boots or high heels. The type of shoe will indicate 

the type of Call.  

 

• Boots, as an example, could represent a rougher walk or terrain, whereas high 

heels could represent that you will be walking a little higher, or in a more 

professional setting where people will be looking up to you, verses out on the 

battle field. 

 

• New shoes can be received as you mature in the things of the Lord. 

Socks Positive • Speaks of a special covering to make your walk more comfortable. 

Socks – Holey Negative • If the socks are holey or don’t provide the type of coverage needed for 

whatever reason, it speaks of inadequacy to produce that which they were 

intended for. Not delivering on promised intent / not true to real nature of the 

thing. Something not desired or helpful in your walk. 

Shorts Positive • Your walk or calling has only partially been fulfilled at that point. 

Short dress Positive • Your walk or calling has only partially been fulfilled at that point. 

Long pants Positive • Speaks of having fulfilled a particular Call in a particular setting/season. 

Long dress Positive • Speaks of having fulfilled a particular Call in a particular setting/season. 

Speedo type 

swimwear 

Positive • The ability to move fast in spiritual things. While it will still take effort, you 

would have the ability to swim unimpeded and unhindered.  

Swimwear Positive • The ability to move in the spirit without being constrained. 

Tangled 

Clothing 

Negative • Confusion in the area of what you believe you are Called to do.  

Tattered 

Clothing 

Negative • The mantle or anointing you’ve been given is not being taken care of 

adequately. 

Toolbelt Positive • Typically speaks of a special gifting to help build the house of God 

• May speak about a specific anointing to work with your hands in the natural. 

Construction etc. 

Thin soles / 

holes in shoes 

Negative • Your relationship with the Spirit of Peace is wearing thin. 

 

Note; 
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I would likely consider this a Call into God’s presence, to re-establish who you 

are in Christ to walk in Peace. Jesus is the Prince of Peace and a lack thereof 

indicates a lack of His presence in your life.  

Raincoat Positive • May speak of a special covering from the Lord to walk through stormy 

seasons. Note context 

Shoes too 

small 

Positive • Typically speaks of a greater Call that is on your life that you’ve not yet tapped 

into – basically there is more to be had, you’re walking in something that is too 

small or limits what God has for you. 

Shoes too big Negative • Typically speaks of trying to walk in something that you have not yet grown 

spiritually mature enough to walk in. 

Old Shoes Positive / 

Negative 

• Could speak of being stuck in your old Call when there may be a new Call on 

your life that the Lord wants you to begin walking out. 

• May speak of going back to your prior Call, depending on context. For 

instance, perhaps you didn’t finish all the Lord had for you there. 

Wedding 

Dress 

Positive • New covenant 

• An expectation of a lasting and intimate relationship 

 

Note; 

 

Weddings could also be speaking about your relationship with the Lord, or your 

spouse / future spouse to be. 

White clothing Positive • Speaks of Holiness, Righteousness, Holy Power etc. 

Black wedding 

dress 

Negative • Warning that you’re making a dangerous covenant that has the ability to 

destroy or taint your entire future and eternity. 

Wrong size 

Clothing 

Negative • You are walking in something that you were not Called to do. 

Clothing too 

small 

Positive • Typically speaks of a greater Call that is on your life that you’ve not yet tapped 

into – basically there is more to be had, you’re walking in something that is too 

small or limits what God has for you. 

Clothing too 

big 

Negative • Typically speaks of trying to walk in something that you have not yet grown 

spiritually mature enough to walk in. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Animals Context Depending on the context it could mean any one of these 

things; 
35ft 

rattlesnake 

Negative • Typically speaks of 35 units of time (days, weeks, months etc.) that you will 

battle through where people come against you with lies. The foot number (in 

this case, 35) will typically indicate the duration of the attack. 

Alligator Negative • Large-mouth attack of slander or gossip 

•.Defends with a lie (tale/tail) 

• Someone with influence (big mouth/ability to be heard) 

• Danger 

Bat Negative • Witchcraft 

• Only found in darkness 

• Only comes out at night (in darkness) 

• Evil spirit, such as fear 
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Bear Positive • Strength  

 

Note; Check color. 

 Negative • Judgement 

• Opposition 

Brown Bear Positive • Strength / Humility 

 Negative • Weakness / Compromise and Humanism 

Brown Snake Negative • Snakes represent lies from the enemy, while brown represents compromise 

and humanism. 

• Don’t be tempted to operate in Humanism or compromise your behavior, the 

Lord calls us to walk differently to that of the world. 

Beaver Positive • Industrious 

• Busy 

• Diligent 

• Clever 

• Ingenious 

Bird Positive/ 

Negative 

• Symbol of spirits, good or bad. 

Black cat Negative • Independent  

• Strong willed 

• Witchcraft and familiar spirits 

• A prideful and / or arrogant heart 

Black horse Negative • Famine 

• Bad times  

• Evil (Revelation 6:5) 

Black panther Negative • High level occultic activity 

• Satanic activity. 

Black Snake Negative • Snakes represent lies from the enemy. Black speaks of our Sinful Nature  

• Don’t be tempted to live a life of sin, believing the lie that it is ok to live as 

the world. The Lord has called us to walk according to His Word. 

Blue Snake Negative • Snakes represent lies from the enemy, and blue speaks of a spirit of 

depression, sorrow and anxiety. 

• Don’t believe the lie that tells you that you were an accident, not worthy, 

unlovable etc. The enemy will lie to get you into depression, sorrow and 

anxiety but you need to read the Word, what it says about you, and believe it, 

casting down the lie of the enemy. 

Bull Negative • Persecution 

• Spiritual warfare 

• Opposition 

• Threat  

Camel Positive • Endurance 

 Negative • Long journey 

• Ungainly (Awkward and clumsy, not graceful) 

Cats Negative • Self-willed 

• Untrainable 

• Predator 

• Unclean spirit 

• Bewitching charm 

• Stealthy 
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• Sneaky or deceptive 

Centipede Negative • Come out in darkness  

• Evil Spirit 

• Small pinch of pain on attack but not very dangerous 

• Demonic but not very powerful or influential, more of a ‘pest’ 

Cheetah Negative • Swift or fast 

• Predator (think ‘cheater’) 

• Danger  

Chicken Positive • A hen can be protection 

• Motherhood 

 

Note; 

 

Chickens are typically defenseless and innocent and could also be representing 

these traits 

 Negative • Fear 

• Cowardliness 

• Gossip 

 

Note; 

 

A rooster can be relating to a boastful or prideful attitude 

Colt Positive • Bearing the burden of others 

• Stubbornness. 

Cow / Ox Positive/ 

Negative 

• Slow 

• Laborious change that will require sustenance 

 

Note; 

Can be a symbol of prosperity in some cultures 

Coyote Negative • Cunning 

• Predator 

Crab Negative • Not easy to approach 

• Side-stepper, as in someone who avoids dealing with issues 

Crow (Raven) Positive • Provision (God used ravens to bring the prophet food) 

 Negative • Confusion 

• Outspoken 

• Operating in envy or strife 

• Hateful 

• Unclean 

• Evil / Satan 

Deer Positive • Graceful 

• Swift 

• Sure-footed 

• Agile 

• Timid 

Dinosaur Negative • Old stronghold 

• Demonic 

• Danger from the past (generational stronghold). 

Dog Positive • Loyalty and friendships or faithfulness (as in, a man’s best friend) 
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 Negative • Unbelievers 

• Religious Hypocrites 

Dolphin Positive • Friendly 

• Social 

• Playful 

• Intelligent 

• Influential individuals (part of the whale family – think ‘big fish in the pond’) 

Donkey Positive • Gentle strength 

• Burden bearer  

 Negative • Can be stubborn if pushed too hard. 

Dove Positive • Holy Spirit 

Dragon Negative • Satan 

Eagle Positive • Prophetic 

• Prophetic Calling 

Elephant Positive 

/Negative 

• Great impact 

• Impossible to ignore; as in, the elephant in the room 

• Invincible 

• Thick skinned; as in, not easily offended 

• Powerful 

• Large 

• Ability to store memory (not ‘letting go’ of past hurts etc.) 

• Old memory 

• Long pregnancy 

Fish Positive • Souls of men 

Fish jumping 

into boat 

Positive • Speaks of many souls coming to the Lord 

• If it’s your boat, this speaks of an evangelical Call on your life, and to use the 

vehicle which the Lord has provided to you to share the Gospel, as many people 

may be saved. 

Fish in the sky Positive • Speaks about people with a prophetic gifting 

Fox Negative • Cunning 

• Sly 

• Sneaky 

• Something that steals from you 

• Compromise. 

Frog / Toad Negative • Spirit of lust 

• Demon 

• Curse 

• Witchcraft 

• Alluring; as in, something trying to entice and allure you 

Gray Snake Negative • Snakes speak of lies from the enemy, while gray speaks of weakness. 

• Don’t allow the enemy to exploit your weakness or lead you to believe that 

you need to accept life with that weakness. We are overcomers in Christ, and 

everything the Lord says you can have, you can have. 

Green Snake Negative • Snakes speak of lies from the enemy, while green speaks of a spirit of envy, 

pride and / or jealousy. 

• Don’t allow the lie from the enemy that evokes envious thoughts, pride or 

jealousy into your life. God is able to provide for you, there is no need to be 

envious – press in for His promises.  
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• Everything you do and have (every perfect gift) comes from your heavenly 

Father – you should not be prideful or boastful of anything as without Him, 

nothing would exist.  

Goat Positive/ 

Negative 

• Sinner 

• Unbelief 

• Stubborn 

• Argumentative 

• Negative person 

• Scapegoat; as in, being blamed for something you’re not responsible for.  

• No discernment; goats eat anything.  

• They can signify abundance and prosperity in certain cultures. 

Gold snake Negative • Snakes speak of lies from the enemy, while gold in the negative context 

speaks of idolatry, defilement and extravagance. 

• Don’t allow the lie that says ‘things’ – or anything really – is more important 

than the Lord. Anything you put before your relationship with the Lord, in His 

eyes, is idolatry.  

• Don’t defile or pervert anything which should be pure.  

Hare Positive • Fast 

• Hasty  

• Quick 

Hawk Negative • Predator 

• Sorcerer 

• Evil Spirit  

• A person who is pro war 

Hen Positive • One who gathers and protects 

• Motherly 

• Motherhood. 

Horse  Positive/ 

Negative 

• Power of significance; good or bad 

• A move of God 

• Power 

• Strength 

• Conquest 

• Spiritual warfare 

Hyena Negative • Dangerous Predator  

• Evil Spirit 

• Scavenger, meaning someone who isn’t always willing to do the work to get 

what they want 

• May hunt in packs, meaning they may work with others to bring someone 

down 

Jellyfish  Negative • Jezebel spirit; looks like a fish but has no heart. 

• Tentacles grow back when cut off, producing painful stings and can be fatal 

Kangaroo Negative • Balances with tail (tale / lie)  

Killer Whale Negative • Influential but evil person 

• Spends a lot of time operating under the surface, not seen, but makes a display 

when surfacing 

Lamb Positive • Jesus, the lamb that was slain 

• Sacrifice 

Large snake Negative • If a certain measurement is shown, for instance 18 feet, it could indicate 18 

units of time (days/weeks/months/years etc.) that this lie will attack you.  
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• If it is really large, a block long and as fat as a vehicle for instance, this could 

indicate a national issue, something coming against that particular nation. 

Leopard Negative • Swiftness 

• Sometimes associated with vengeance 

• Predator 

• Danger 

Lion Positive  • Jesus "Lion of the tribe of Judah", royalty, kingship, bravery, confidence 

 Negative • Satan seeking to destroy (He goes around like a roaring lion) 

Lobster Negative • Not easy to approach 

Lynx Negative • Self-willed 

• Predator 

• Unclean spirit 

• Stealthy 

Madusa 

Snakes 

Negative • Madusa snakes on someone’s head = spirit of divination or python spirit (lies 

that squeeze the life out of you) 

Mice Negative • Something small that brings destruction, devourer, curse, plague 

Mole Negative • Spiritual Blindness 

Monkey Negative • Foolishness, clinging, mischief, dishonesty, addiction, mockers and imitators, 

mock while they imitate 

Mountain 

Lion 

Negative • Satan, enemy, predator, seeking to destroy 

Mule Negative • Stubborn but short lived 

Ox Negative • Slow change, subsistence 

Orange Snake Negative • Snakes speak of lies from the enemy, while orange speaks of a stubborn, and 

strong-willed spirit. 

• Don’t buy into the lie that you’re always right, and will not allow anyone to 

correct or direct. The Lord exalts the humble, not the prideful or stubborn 

person who refuses to acknowledge that he is actually not without fault.  

Octopus Negative • Jezebel Spirit; Cut off one tentacle and another grabs hold. Manipulation, 

scheming, control etc. 

Parrot Positive / 

Negative 
• Colorful individuals 
• Can be intelligent 
• May ‘talk the talk, but not walk the walk’ (mimic but not actually know 
what they are talking about) 

Peacock Positive • Social 

• May be very aggressive toward anyone who tries to invade their territory 

• Prophetic gifting / Prophetic intercessors 

• Gift of discernment 

Pig Negative • Ignorance, hypocrisy, religious unbelievers, unclean people, selfish, 

gluttonous, vicious, vengeful 

Pink Snake Negative • Snakes represent lies from the enemy, and pink a childish spirit. 

• Spending time in the Word and in His Prescence will develop you into a 

mature believer who can withstand the blows the enemy plans on bringing your 

way. Jesus did not promise a life without problems, but He did promise to never 

leave you. Be mature, strong in faith and firm in your beliefs, operating in the 

fruit of the Spirit at all times, and don’t cave into the desire to crumble at the 

smallest challenge or trial. 

Pit Bull Dog Negative • Ferocious demonic spirit 
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Polar Bear Negative • Religious Spirit 

Purple Snake Negative • Snakes speak of lies from the enemy, and purple speaks of false or demanded 

authority. 

• Be very mindful of who you allow to speak into your life, paying particular 

attention to correction, direction and instruction, ensuring that all being said is 

found in the Word of God. Be discerning in recognizing anyone (or anything – 

such as a situation) that the enemy may be using to get you off course. 

Python Negative • Squeezes the life out of you, which also steals your voice (breath). 

• Speaks of lies surrounding you 

Quail Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak about Gods supernatural provision 

• In the negative, it may speak of an individual’s inability to trust God to 

provide for them daily (note context). 

Ram Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of sacrifice, can be good or bad depending on context 

Racoon Negative • Mischief, night raider, rascal, thief, bandit, deceitful 

Rats Negative • Disease / Deceit 

Feed on garbage / impurities / sin. Rats come out in darkness but hide when it 

is light, meaning that they can be difficult to spot. If there is garbage in the 

dream, this indicates that they have been given legal right and you therefore 

need to remove the garbage in your life to remove the rats. In short, there may 

be areas of your life that need to be cleaned up. 

Rattlesnake Negative • Strikes with one bite with lethal intent 

Red Horse Negative • Persecution, danger, anger, opposition 

Red Snake Negative • Speaks of lies from the enemy, while red speaks of a spirit of anger and war. 

• Don’t buy into the lie that says anger is ok and outbursts of rage etc. are 

acceptable. You may be justified in your anger, and that is ok, we don’t 

minimize that, BUT… Jesus asked us to act in the opposite spirit, and that is to 

forgive, and demonstrate grace, kindness, love, self-control and patience etc.  

Skunk Negative • Stinking up a situation, unforgiveness, bitterness, bad attitude. 

Serpent Negative • Satan and evil spirits 

Silver Snake Negative • Legalistic Spirit 

• Self Righteous Spirit 

• Domineering Spirit 

Sparrow Positive • Small value but precious, watched by the Lord 

Sloth Negative • Slow moving, easy prey, vulnerable 

Sheep Positive • Humility, submission, responsibility, sacrifice, prosperity, the people of God, 

innocent, vulnerable 

Snakes Negative • Deception, lies and fabrications (long tales). Often the enemy lies to us, in 

our minds, by coming against us with thoughts, images etc. that do not belong 

to us but are rather sent demonically to interfere. We have to learn to recognize 

what thoughts are ours, what thoughts have been planted by the enemy, and 

what is actually from God. This can be done by studying the Word of God, 

which is truth. Only when you know truth, will you recognize the lie from the 

enemy. 

• Could also be Satan, unforgiveness, bitterness, sin etc. 

Snakes 

chasing you 

Negative • Being harassed by lies of the enemy 
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Snakes biting 

you 

Negative • Evil spirit harassing you with lies, attack will be painful and have lingering 

effects 

Snakes biting 

your hand 

Negative • Snakes represent lies of the enemy, while a snake biting your hand is speaking 

about an attack from the enemy on your work vs you as a person 

Snake spitting 

in your eye 

Negative • Demonic spirits attacking your spiritual sight and ability to see and discern 

prophetically. Beware of occult involvement, witchcraft and divination, and 

ensure you’re not open to demonic activity by the things you’ve involved 

yourself in, such as Tarot cards, zodiac signs, body talkers, psychics etc.  

Note, anything that is based off of ‘spirituality’ but is not founded in the person 

of Jesus Christ, His death, burial and resurrection, will get you off course and 

open you to the demonic realm. 

• Remember, the enemy has blinded those in the world, and he does this 

through lies, false teachings and beliefs etc. 

Small snakes Negative • Gossip and slander 

Squirrel Positive / 

Negative 
• Very intelligent 
• Great spiritual insight 
• Can be aggressive 

Tortoise Positive / 

Negative 

• Slow moving, slow change, steady, old, old way of doing something, wise 

Tree Snake Negative • Evil spirit operating on a leader 

• May be a Jezebel spirit after the leaders authority 

Turkey Positive / 

Negative 

• Foolish, clumsy, dumb, thanksgiving 

Tiger Positive / 

Negative 

• Power of the soul; orange / black stripes. Quiet and deadly. Danger, powerful 

minister (both good and evil) demonic spirit 

Vulture Negative • Scavenger, unclean, impure, an evil person, greedy 

Whale Positive / 

Negative 

• Great impact but operates below the surface, hidden, impact and influence 

among lots of people. Can be positive or negative depending on the type of 

influence 

Whale in Sky Positive • Speaks about someone, usually known and with influence (think, ‘big fish in 

the pond’) with prophetic gifting 

Weasel Negative • Wicked, breaking promises (as in 'weaseling out of a deal), informant or 

tattletale, traitor 

White horse Positive • Salvation, rescue, redemption, royalty 

White snake Negative • Religious Spirit 

White tiger Positive / 

Negative 

• Deadly or holy depending on the context. Great power 

Wolves Negative • False authority and teaching. They pick on the weak, newborn or sickly. Work 

in agreement with one another. There is a lot of accusation from wolves - 'not 

only did I see you, but my friend also saw you' but in reality neither saw 

anything but they work in tandem. Satan and evil spirits, false ministries and 

false teachers, predators 

Worms Negative • Issues of the flesh (greed, pride etc.) 

Yellow Snake Negative • Snakes speak of lies from the enemy, while yellow speaks of a spirit of fear, 

cowardliness and intellectual pride. 

• Remember that the Lord did not give us a spirit of fear (2 Tim 1:7), and we 

have to believe that and cast that spirit down or the enemy will take advantage 
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of this by using fear to paralyze you. If you’re not moving forward with God, 

you can’t fulfil your purpose. 

• Don’t buy into the lie that you can out-think or out-smart God with your 

intellect, or that your head knowledge gained in university or the like outranks 

that of Gods Word. Any intellect you have, remember, actually was given by 

God. EVERY good and perfect gift comes from Him, you have absolutely 

nothing to be proud or boastful of. Rather, boast in the Lord’s goodness to you 

in providing the skill and / or ability to understand and retain knowledge etc. 
   

 

   

Insects Context Depending on the context it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Ant Positive • Industrious  

• Wise 

• Diligent 

• Prepared for the future 

 Negative • Nuisance 

• Hurtful / stinging words 

Bees/Hornets/ 

Wasps 

Negative • Painful / strong demonic attack but not lethal (unless you’re allergic in reality) 

Black Widow 

Spider 

Negative • High level occultic activity 

• Can be deadly 

Butterfly Positive • Freedom 

• Flight 

• Fragile 

• Temporary Glory 

• Transformation 

Flies Negative • Occult activity: Living off of dead and decaying things 

• Evil Spirits: Live off of things left unattended or uncovered 

• Beelzebub ‘Lord of the flies’  

 

Note; 

 

If there are things in your life that you’ve left unattended that you know should 

have been dealt with and cleaned up, you’ll get flies.  

Grasshopper Negative • Destruction 

• Drought 

• Pestilence 

Locusts Negative • Famine 

Moth Negative • Symbol of destruction 

• Deception; as in, a moth drawn to a flame 

Roach Negative • Infestation 

• Unclean spirits 

• Hidden sin 

• Revealed / come out at night (in darkness, where the light of Christ is void) 

Scorpion Negative • Evil Spirits 

• Evil men 
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• Ability to produce pain 

Spiders Negative • Warning of the demonic, occult and witchcraft 

Spiderweb Negative • Entanglement of the soul 

• Demonic traps 

• Place of demonic attack 

  

 

 

Body Parts Context Depending on the context it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Arm Positive • Strength 

• Faith 

Arm / hand hurt 

or similar 

Negative • Something is trying to stop whatever it is that you’re doing 

Bald head Negative • Lacking wisdom 

Beard Positive • Maturity 

• Adulthood 

Bone marrow Positive / 

Negative 

• In the positive, speaks of healing and health and strength. Comes from 

obedience and walking in alignment in God’s Word. 

• In the negative, lacking bone marrow speaks of a lack of the fear of God, 

walking in disobedience and the repercussions thereof, which are, among other 

things, a lack of strength, healing etc. in your life. 

Braided Hair Positive • Wisdom in certain areas, or its directed but not wise in every area 

 Negative • Note context, as braided hair could indicate a Jezebel or religious spirit 

Dandruff Negative • Speaks of the need for Holy Spirit in the area of wisdom, anointing and 

strength. Time in His presence and in His Word is needed. 

Deaf ears Positive • Note context, may be speaking about a healing anointing to heal deaf ears in 

the natural. 

• May be speaking about unbelievers, those who don’t receive the Gospel 

Eye Positive • Revelatory Understanding 

Eye teeth Positive/ 

Negative 

• Revelatory understanding; ability to see and understand.  

 

Note;  

 

A loose eye tooth could indicate that you’re losing the ability to see and 

understand spiritual things. A lost, cracked or painful eye tooth could indicate 

that you’ve lost the ability or that repair is needed. Time with the Lord in the 

secret place will restore this problem. 

Finger: Thumb Positive • Apostolic 

Finger: Pointer Positive • Prophetic 

Finger: Middle Positive • Evangelistic 

Finger: Ring Positive • Pastoral 

Finger: Pinky Positive • Teacher 

Hair Positive • Wisdom 

• Anointing 

• Strength 

Hand Positive • Relationship 

• Healing 
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• Direction: can indicate the work you are Called to do 

Immobilized 

body parts 

Negative • Spiritual hinderance 

• Demonic attack 

Incisors: lower 

jaw 

Positive/ 

Negative 

• The lower jaw moves; Your influence in what you say and do.  

 

Note;  

 

• A loose incisor tooth could indicate that you’re losing the ability to 

understand your authority in the realm of the spirit.  

• A lost, cracked or painful incisor tooth could indicate that you’ve lost the 

ability, or that repair in this area is needed.  

 

Time with the Lord in the secret place will restore this problem. 

Left hand / side Positive • Symbolic of what you were born or created to do 

Leg dragging Negative • The enemy is trying to stop whatever it is that you’re doing 

Leg paralyzed Negative • What you are walking in, (what God has called you to do or accomplish) is 

under demonic attack 

Nails 

(fingernails) 

Positive • Typically speak of the anointing on your hands to do a certain task. 

• Note color if painted 

Nakedness Positive • Humility without guile (no ungodly motives).  

• Transparency, as in, allowing people to see the real you  

• Humility 

• Innocence 

• Often comes before promotion (a humbling/embarrassing experience) 

 Negative • Lust and / or temptations of the flesh 

Neck Positive • Support 

• Strength 

 Negative • Stiff-necked; stubborn or obstinate 

Bent neck Positive • Humility 

Nose Positive • Discernment 

Paralyzed Negative • The enemy is trying to hinder what you are doing, and you’re under demonic 

attack 

Right hand / 

side 

Positive • Symbolic of what you need faith and strength to do 

Running 

through sludge 

like material 

Negative • The enemy is attempting to stop you and what you’re doing 

Side of body Positive • Area of vulnerability, friendship and / or relationship; As in, you come 

alongside someone 

Teeth Positive • Wisdom 

• Comprehension 

• Understanding 

 

Note; 

 

Teeth represent the ability to understand, and to gain understanding. 

 

• Wisdom teeth indicate the ability to act in wisdom 
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• Eye teeth represent revelatory understanding 

White teeth Positive • See teeth explanation above. When the color is white and is being highlighted, 

it is typically showing you that holiness, purity and righteousness rule in this 

area.  

New baby teeth Positive • This will typically be seen when you’ve allowed God to do a work in a 

specific area in your life. Typically you will see a big tooth, rotten, fall out, and 

a new baby tooth emerging. It is indicating that the old has been passed (you’ve 

let Him do a work in you, rooting out the bad) and a new understanding has 

broken through. Now it needs to grow. Be patient, spend time in His presence 

and in His Word. 

Thigh Positive • Faith 

Toe Positive/ 

Negative 

• Balance 

 

Note;  

 

A missing toe could represent the dreamer’s loss of ability to balance certain 

things in their life. An additional toe could represent a supernatural ability to 

find balance in a seemingly impossible situation. 

 

 

 

Colors Context Depending on the context, it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Red Positive • Wisdom 

• Anointing 

• Power 

• Redemption 

 Negative • Anger 

• War 

Blue Positive • Communion 

• Revelation 

 Negative • Depression 

• Sorrow 

• Anxiety 

Green Positive • Conscience 

• Growth 

• Prosperity 

 Negative • Envy 

• Pride 

• Jealously 

Brown Positive • Compassion 

• Humility 

 Negative • Humanism 

• Compromise 

Gold / Amber Positive • Purity 

• Holy 

• Glory 

• Christ Nature 
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• Deity 

 Negative • Idolatry 

• Defilement 

• Extravagance 

Purple Positive • Given authority 

• Royalty 

 Negative • Demanded or false authority 

Orange Positive • Perseverance 

 Negative • Stubbornness 

• Strong willed 

Silver Positive • Redemptive power 

• Grace 

• Atonement 

 Negative • Legalism 

• Slavery 

• Domination 

• Self-righteousness 

Yellow Positive • Gifts of God 

• Hope 

• The Mind / Intellect 

 Negative • Fear 

• Cowardliness 

• Intellectual Pride 

Pink Positive • Childlikeness 

• Love of God 

 Negative • Childishness 

Gray Positive • Maturity 

• Wisdom 

• Honor 

 Negative • Weakness 

White Positive • Righteousness 

• Holiness 

• Holy Power 

• Spirit of the Lord 

 Negative • Religion 

Black Positive • Death (to be made alive in Christ) 

• Mystery 

 Negative • Sin 

• Death (eternal) 

 

 

 

Buildings 

and Places 

Context Depending on the context, it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Abyss Negative • Typically speaks of a dark place devoid of Christ and His light, a bottomless 

chasm with no escape 

• Can speak of hell. 

Airport Positive • A place for equipping and preparing ministries 
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Amphitheatre Positive • Something is going to be magnified / amplified. 

• Magnification 

• Being heard 

Atrium Positive • Healthy growth and life in Christ  

• Light and growth from heaven 

 

Note; 

 

Atriums are geared toward receiving. This could represent that it may be a 

time of growing but it is not a time of travel or influence. 

Attic Positive/ 

Negative 

• Things you may have stored for the future but you never know when you’ll 

need or use them.  

• Generational or bloodline issues and curses 

• Past history or issues 

Auto repair 

shop 

Positive • Ministries or churches that have restoring or renewing capabilities 

Back porch Positive • The ability to see, understand, apply and recognize your history / past 

Back stage Positive • Speaks of a more ‘behind the scenes’ role, whether in ministry or business 

Bakery Positive • Speaks of a place for preparing the Bread of Life (The Word of God for 

delivery to man) 

• Preparing the Word of God for delivery to man 

• Teacher / Preacher anointing 

• Note context; The meaning will change depending on if you’re baking, or 

simply there to buy bread etc. 

Banquet Positive / 

Negative 

• Can be positive or negative depending on context. Speaks of a place full of 

provision in terms of the Gospel, and those who attend and receive, along with 

the repercussions for those who do not. See Luke 14 and Matthew 22. 

Bar Negative • Likely a warning against worldly ways and potentially alcohol consumption 

Barns  Positive • Provision / storehouse 

• A ministry or someone with a large anointing 

Barracks Positive • Typically speaks of a place of preparation for those called to Spiritual 

Warfare / intercessory prayer. 

• Being part of the Army of God 

Basement Positive/ 

Negative 

• Hidden issues 

• Issues below the surface and / or behind the scene 

 

Note; 

 

• This could be good or bad. A place where you store things for irregular use.  

• If gifts are found in the basement, it could be indicating that the dreamer has 

hidden or stored gifts, that God is wanting to bring to the surface to use. 

Bathroom Positive/ 

Negative 

• Cleansing of toxins 

• Spiritual cleansing 

• Prayer of repentance 

• Confession of sins to another person 

Bathroom in 

public view 

Positive/ 

Negative 

• All details of the cleansing and purifying process will be known by everyone, 

establishing humility in the dreamer. Usually this means you’re being 

prepared for promotion.  
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• If you are wearing a coat, it means people will still see the mantle / anointing 

on your life despite the cleansing process underway.  

Bedroom Positive • Intimacy and rest.  

 

Note; 

 

You’re being called to intimacy and rest, or He may be saying there are 

problems in your intimacy and rest, depending on the context of the dream. 

Better looking Positive • If the building looks better than what it is in real life, it means a new 

anointing, new favor and new authority has been given. 

BBQ Positive • Speaks of a setting where meat is prepared and served, meat symbolizing 

teachings for the spiritually mature, outdoors speaking of outreach / 

evangelism 

Broken Bridge Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of a transition that is either being hindered by the enemy, or that the 

Lord is protecting you from making as it’s not in His plan for you, or the timing 

is not right. 

Buying the 

home of a 

known person 

in ministry 

Positive • God has a similar Calling on your life 

• You may go through or learn something that that minister has learned.  

• You may have an anointing similar to that minister, and therefore experience 

some of the things that that person has experienced 

Buying a new, 

bigger home 

Positive • Speaks about God increasing you, and your capacity 

• Adding rooms – meaning, adding areas of gifting etc. 

• Note the price of the home – there is always a cost / price to move in the 

more of God.  

Café Positive / 

Negative 

• Note context, as this is a place you get nourishment/food on the run. 

Representing the teaching of the Word. Can be positive or negative depending 

on the context. May be a Call to go deeper in the Word, establish yourself and 

be rooted in an actual church etc. or perhaps speaks of a place to receive from 

during a time of transition. 

Car Dealership Positive • Speaks of a place where Callings are distinguished, identified and given to 

individuals. 

Car wash Positive • Speaks of a sanctifying work and an evident flood of the Holy Spirit coming 

to your place of work, whether it be business or ministry. Typically seen before 

great fruit begins to appear. 

Castle Positive • Authority 

• Fortress 

• Royal Residence / kings and queens live in castles. 

County 

General Store 

Positive • Place of serenity 

• Back to basics 

• God wants you to connect with the staples of life again 

Cracks Negative • Cracks in the walls or floor mean you have allowed area’s ‘to go’ and things 

need to be repaired.  

 

Note; 

 

If the dreamer is dreaming about someone else’s home and cracks are present 

in that person’s home, this would then apply to the person being dreamed 

about, and not the dreamer. 
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Dark road Negative • Typically, this is a warning that the road you are headed down is devoid of 

God and His light. Be careful about going down this road! 

Dawn Positive • Speaks of a new day 

• Gods mercies are new every day, joy comes in the morning. Psalm 30:5 

Daycare  Positive • Speaks of a place of training and nurturing for that which God has recently 

birthed. 

Decay Negative • Speaks of poor stewardship and lack of maintenance. God’s Glory departed. 

Dead End Negative • Warning that the road you are on will not lead anywhere. 

Dining room Positive • A place where you eat and partake of spiritual food 

• Fellowshipping around spiritual food and also receiving of spiritual things 

from others 

Egypt Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak about a specific Missionary Call to Egypt 

• May speak about a specific intercessory Call over Egypt – to pray for Egypt. 

• May speak about coming into contact with people of Egyptian decent 

• In the negative, it may speak about returning to old ways and patterns of 

thinking and living; in bondage rather than free. (God led the Israelites out of 

Egypt and into the Promised Land). 

Electrical 

sparks 

Negative • You’ve allowed areas ‘to go’ and things need to be repaired  

• Not maintaining what has been given 

Elevator Positive/ 

Negative 

• Rising or descending of anointing 

• Changing position 

 

Note; 

 

Going up;  

 

• Promotion in the spiritual realm 

• Elevated 

 

Going down;  

 

• Demotion 

• Trials 

• Backsliding 

Elevator goes 

through the 

roof 

Positive • Where you’re going is only limited by the Spirit of God 

Elevator going 

forward 

Positive • High learning curve, you will likely advance in this season. 

 

Note; 

 

• If the structure is glass, everyone will see what you’re doing.  

 

• Windows are for your vision, but a glass elevator or house is for the vision 

of others, and indicates that you will be observed during this time. 

Elevator going 

sideways 

Positive • Holding pattern 

• Learning, but not advancing or moving forward 

Elevator with 

no buttons 

Positive • God will take you to where He wants you 

• You will have no control over this part of your journey, rest and trust in Him 
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Emergency 

Room 

Positive • May speak of a Call to Hospital Ministry 

• May speak of a healing and miracles (power) anointing and ministry 

• May speak about the need for, or receiving immediate and life-saving help 

Farm Positive • Provision and learning to grow in yourself 

• Learning to help others grow 

Foundations Positive/ 

Negative 

• Important issues that will give longevity to what is being built, such as The 

Gospel, sound Doctrine, and Church Government. 

 

Note’ 

 

• If the foundation is cracked, it means that if the building gets too big, it will 

collapse. The foundation is what will stabilize what you’re doing.  

• A skinny versus a thick foundation is easily destroyed and will crumble and 

fall under weight.  

 

• If the foundation is thick, it will remain standing for a long time and be able 

to bear a lot of weight. 

 

• Cracks need to be repaired. These could be an indication of character flaws 

that need to be addressed, however, they could also mean that the dreamer is 

trying to carry something that was not meant to be carried by them personally.  

Front porch Positive • The ability to see the future 

• Vision 

Garages Positive • Rest and refreshing; as in, a place to park your vehicle (vehicles represent 

your ministry).  

• A place to store your vehicle for later use while being able to access them 

often 

• Something you own, close to home 

Gardens Positive / 

Negative 

• Can be a reflection of the condition of a person’s heart (if barren land vs a 

garden, this would be negative and reflect a deficit of love, intimacy and 

growth) 

• Love 

• Intimacy 

• Growth 

Gas station Positive • A place to receive an infilling of Gods power, wisdom, knowledge etc. 

Ghetto Negative • Typically speaks of dangerous and poverty-stricken surroundings, devoid of 

His presence, love and protection. 

• May be about God highlighting an area of the city He is wanting to reach. 

Greenhouse Positive • Speaks of growth, life and prosperity 

Harbor Positive • Speaks of a place where ministries and large organizations that touch many 

nations and carry many people are re-fueled, repaired etc. 

Hallways  Positive • Times of transition; They can be direct or they can be with deviation such as 

going down multiple hallways to get to your destination.  

• If you turn, it means there are turns in the transition, such as a turn in career, 

a turn in relationships etc.  

• Note the color of the doorway, whether there is light in the doorway, names 

on the doors you pass or enter into, as these may be significant 

• What you pass while walking through a hallway are phases you will get past 

but not necessarily walk through personally 
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 • If you turn into an office or room, and turn and go back out, it is a phase you 

will go through during the transition period.  

This is not a time of great activity, it is a time of transition. 

Highway Positive / 

Negative 

• Typically speaks of the easier, wider road that is taken by many vs the narrow 

road represented in the person of Jesus Christ and what He offers if we receive 

and follow Him. 

• In the positive, it may be indicating that the path is going to be made wide 

for you, indicating an unhindered journey. 

High rise 

building 

Positive • High spiritual Calling  

• High spiritual perspective 

Home Depot Positive • A place you would go to, to get material to build for both you and others 

• Represents a building anointing (church planting etc.) 

Hospitals Positive • Time of healing and recovery 

• Insite into things going on inside of you 

• Healing anointing 

• Healing ministry 

Hotels Positive • Time of Transition 

 

Note; 

 

• This could be a high-rise hotel or a one-story motel type of hotel. Both 

indicate a temporary residence and a time of transition.  

• It is a place to relax, rest and receive.  

 

Note; 

 

• A low type of motel is a ‘drive in, drive out’ short type of stay.  

• The higher the building, the longer the term you will be there, and the more 

visibility you’ll have compared to when you leave. Visibility and influence 

may be for a short period and may not be permanent. 

House Positive • May represent your ministry, church or personal life situation.  

• On occasion, it could mean all of the above, meaning, the very thing you are 

going through, your church may be going through, or your business or 

personal ministry may be going through. 

Kitchen Positive • Where people prepare spiritual food 

• A persons’ heart; as in ‘the kitchen is the heart of the home.’  

• Spiritual preparation 

• Going deep in the Word 

• Spiritual food and feasting 

Leaking pipes Negative • You’ve allowed areas ‘to go’ and repair is required. 

Library Positive • Learning 

• Knowledge 

• Research 

Luxury hotel Positive • Transition, usually after a battle 

•  Place to rest, relax, receive and recover 

• God will pamper you in this season 

Mall Positive • Market place 

• Provision for all your needs in one place 

 Negative • Worldly materialism  
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• Self-centeredness 

Mobile or 

trailer home 

Positive • Transition but more permanent than what a hotel would indicate 

• Still a temporary place and condition 

• This is a place to rest, relax, recover and receive 

• Temporary condition or relationship  

• Movement 

• Easily movable 

Mountain Positive/ 

Negative 

• Place of encountering God 

• Kingdom or Nation 

• Obstacle or challenge 

Narrow Road Positive • Typically speaks of the narrow road represented in the person of Jesus Christ 

and what He offers if we receive and follow Him vs the wide easy road 

represented by the ways of the world. 

Oasis Positive • Speaks of a source of provision and nourishment in what would otherwise 

be a setting lacking in all things needed to survive. 

Obstacles in 

Road 

Positive / 

Negative 

• Note context. This may speak of the enemy hindering your progress, or the 

Lord protecting you from going down the wrong road. 

Office building Positive • If visiting; acquiring and learning something 

• If permanent, or your actual place of work; could represent a gift you have 

and are using to help someone or something advance in some way 

• Getting things accomplished 

• Productivity 

On the roof Negative • Speaks of not being under spiritual covering but rather being exposed to the 

elements (the enemy) 

Park Positive • Rest  

• Peace 

• Leisure 

• God’s blessing 

 Negative Vagrancy 

Parking lot Positive • Rest 

• Refreshing 

• A place to park your car (vehicles represent your ministry). • A place to store 

your vehicle for later use while being able to access it often.  

 

Note; 

 

While similar to the meaning of a garage, a parking lot would be open to the 

elements and it is more transitionary, whereas a garage is something you own. 

Police 

Academy 

Positive • Speaks of a time of special training geared toward Five-Fold Ministry and 

learning to operate with great spiritual authority. 

Previous Home Positive • Life lessons; pay attention to the town, street or city. It may have something 

to do with the area or even the address if it seems prominent in the dream.  

 

Note; 

 

Ask yourself questions such as; 

 

• ‘What did I feel during that season of my life?’  
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• Look at the color or shape as it may be about a new anointing the Lord is 

giving you.  

• A roof color may change for instance, or what was once a single-story house 

in reality may be a double story in the dream, indicating a double anointing 

has been given. 

Prison / jail Negative • Bondage 

• Rebellion 

• Addictions 

• Prisoners would indicate lost souls 

Regular theatre Positive • You will be shown something 

• The dream may have been a revelatory event.  

 

Note; 

 

If nothing is shown in the theatre itself, it is still an indication of a prophetic 

dream of something being shown to you. 

Restaurant 

kitchen 

Positive • Where people prepare spiritual food, however restaurants have greater 

influence than a home kitchen and therefore indicates greater impact 

• A teaching ministry 

• Preparing to serve the Word to people 

Roof Positive • Spiritual covering 

Road with 

construction 

Positive / 

Negative 

• Typically speaks of a way being made for you, but that it is not yet time and 

is an indication to wait on the Lord till the road has been prepared. 

Run down Negative • If the building is run down and broken with holes in the walls, it means that 

the former authority has left. 

• The authority that was once there has decayed.  

• If it looks like it has not been maintained, it means that Gods glory has left 

along with His authority and favor. 

Salt land Negative • Speaks of barrenness 

School / 

classroom 

Positive • Training period 

• A place of teaching  

• Teaching ministry 

• Teaching anointing 

Shack Positive/ 

Negative 

• A place to go to get away 

• Retreat, relax, cut off outside distractions (has only one room).  

• If it is run down, it won’t offer what it would have in the past.  

 Negative • A spirit of poverty 

Shower Positive • God is, with a thorough cleaning, removing anything from the dreamer that 

might have impacted his or her future. 

Sky scrapers / 

High rise 

building 

Positive • Visibility 

• Influence 

• Moves in things of the spirit 

• If it is wobbly, the foundations are not firm enough to withstand the wind of 

the spirit to the degree in which it is moving. 

 

Note; 

 

Ask yourself; 
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• Was it built for the purpose it is being used, or am I trying to do something I 

don’t have authority for at this point? 

• Do I need to go back and fix foundations or structural issues? 

Stadium Positive • Great impact 

• Large measures of favor if it is full 

• If it is not full, then the season is over 

• If the game hasn’t started, it is then a time of preparation 

Staircase;  

Spiral 

Positive • Increase 

• Acceleration in the Spirit 

• Promotion (unless you’re moving down the staircase, in which case it speaks 

of a demotion that takes place suddenly) 

Staircase; 

Straight 

Positive • Will go up or down depending on where you are going spiritually  

• If this is going horizontally, it is a time of learning and training  

• Higher would indicate higher impact and a higher level of visibility and 

sensitivity to the spirit 

• Lower would indicate lower impact, visibility and sensitivity to the spirit  

• A staircase could also indicate that there are still certain steps that need to be 

taken to get to where God has for you 

Steel / metal 

flooring 

 • Speaks of building on pride rather than on a good solid foundation. Warning  

Swimming 

pool 

Positive • A place of spiritual refreshing 

• A place of God’s Spirit 

• Being immersed in (the things of) God  

 Negative • Dirty water can indicate spiritual pollution, corruption or a backslidden 

condition 

Swing Bridge Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks of a time of transition. The transition itself may be somewhat scary, 

require balance and courage. 

Tent Positive • A state which is more temporary than a mobile home, however can lead to 

something more permanent.  

• Temporary place of rest 

• Meeting place with God 

Theater Positive • On display 

• Visible 

• You’re going to be shown something 

• Clarity 

• Spiritual sight and insight 

 Negative • Fleshly lust 

Theatre with 

no screen 

Negative • If the screen has been removed, you have either lost your vision, or the person 

who owns it has lost their vision. 

 

Note; 

 

This can be restored by spending time in God’s presence and in His Word 

Toilet Positive • God is cleansing an area or removing some things that have negatively 

affected the dreamer 

Two-story 

house 

Positive • Double anointing 

Tunnel Positive • Much like a hallway, this indicates a time of transition. 
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• This could be direct or it could be with deviation such as going down multiple 

hallways to get to your destination.  

• If you turn, it means there are turns in the transition, such as a turn in career, 

a turn in relationships etc.  

 

Note; 

 

• Take note of the color of any doorways, whether there is light in the doorway, 

or names on the doors you pass or enter into etc. as these could be significant 

to the dream meaning. 

• What you pass by as you move through the tunnel are phases you will pass 

but not need to walk through 

• If you turn into an office or room, and turn and go back out, it is a phase you 

will go through during the transition period • This is not a time of great 

activity; it is a time of transition 

Under roof Positive / 

Negative 

• Speaks about having spiritual covering. 

• Note context, as if the roof is broken, leaking dirty water or similar, it would 

be a warning of a problem with your spiritual covering 

Valley Negative • Speaks of hard, trying and difficult seasons and times. 

Waiting Room Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak about Gods timing in a situation and the need to wait on Him 

• May speak about a fear of moving forward, or even disobedience to the Lord 

in moving on an opportunity or similar. 

• Note, God is typically waiting on us, not vise versa 

Warehouse Positive • As with a barn, this would typically represent provision; a ministry or 

someone with a large anointing. 

Water Park Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak about a place or setting that teaches to move in the Prophetic. 

• May speak of no order and rather chaos in the area of the Prophetic. 

Wetlands / 

swamps 

Negative • Speaks of countries or people who reject the Gospel, or perhaps profess the 

Gospel but do not obey or walk according to it and walk in unrighteousness 

despite their profession of the faith. 

Wooden 

flooring 

Positive / 

Negative 

• Take note of the condition of the flooring. If intact and maintained, speaks 

of a firm foundation built on humility versus pride.  

Wilderness Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak about Holy Spirit drawing you to a place of prayer and utter 

reliance on God 

• May speak of a time of testing 

• May speak about walking out of communion with the Lord, exposed to 

enemy attacks and without any form of spiritual covering. 

Windows Positive • Vision 

• Letting light in (The light and truth of God) 

• Spiritual sight 

• Opportunity; as in, an open window of opportunity 

Zoo Negative • Chaos 

• Commotion 

• Very busy place 

• Noisy strife 

• A place of varying personalities and much chaos 
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People Context Depending on the context, it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Addict Negative • Speaks of those in bondage and don’t know Jesus and the freedom He 

provides 

Baby Positive • New ministry 

• New responsibility recently birthed 

• God’s purposes being birthed 

• New beginning 

• New idea 

• Dependent 

• Helpless 

• Innocent 

Baby 

beginning to 

Walk 

Positive • This speaks of a maturing of that which God has recently birthed. 

Baby 

receiving teeth 

/ or walking, 

very young 

Positive • This speaks of a supernatural, accelerated maturing of that which God has 

recently birthed. 

Baby with 

dirty diaper 

Negative • This is speaking about God wanting to clean an area up in something new 

He has recently birthed in you. Perhaps you have been given a new 

responsibility, a new project etc., but you’ve not treated the people working 

with you on it well. A poopy diaper is speaking about repenting for the sin in 

that new responsibility. The key is, change the diaper! In other words, stop 

sinning, thereby leting the baby have a fresh clean diaper to grow in! 

Banker Positive • Speaks of the one who has access to unending provision and resources – 

typically represents God who owns the cattle on a thousand hills. 

• May speak of the actual person seen in the dream. 

• May have to do with the spiritual meaning of the name of the banker 

Beggar / 

Homeless 

Negative • Speaks of those who don’t know the Lord, often in poverty and addictions. 

Boss Positive • Your actual boss – the person you report to at work 

• May relate to the spiritual meaning of the name of the person 

• The Lord, who is the supreme boss and is Lord over all. 

Bride Positive • Christ’s church 

• Covenant 

• Relationship 

Captain Positive • Typically represents the Lord – the one who is ‘flying the plane’ or ‘steering 

the ship’ 

• May represent the actual person 

• May have to do with the spiritual meaning of the persons name 

Carpenter Positive • Jesus 

• Someone who makes or mends things 

• Building something spiritually or naturally 

• Preacher 

Cleaner Positive • Typically speaks of Holy Spirit, our helper and the One who convicts us of 

sin in our lives  

Doctor Positive • Typically speaks of the Lord, our healer 
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• May relate to the actual doctor 

• May relate to the spiritual meaning of the doctors name 

Family Positive • Typically, family speaks of those in the family of God. Church members etc. 

• It may have to do with the actual family member 

• It may have to do with the spiritual meaning of the family members name 

Faceless 

People 

Positive • Typically represents angels 

Giant Positive • Godly men; as in, a giant of the faith.  

• Strong 

• Conqueror 

 Negative • Demons 

• Defilement; as in the Philistine Giant, Goliath 

Harlot / 

prostitute 

Negative • A tempting situation 

• Appealing to the flesh 

• Worldly desire 

• Demon 

• Spirit of lust 

Hijacker Negative • The enemy is wanting to take control of you or the situation 

Husband Positive • Jesus Christ  

• It may be a dream about the actual husband of the dreamer 

Janitor Positive • May speak of a Call into deliverance ministry of some kind – the act of 

cleaning things up. 

• Note context, as may represent the Lord, who is the one who ‘cleans us up’ 

• May relate to the spiritual meaning of the persons name 

Lawyer Positive • Jesus Christ; our advocate and mediator 

 Negative • Satan; the accuser of the brethren 

• Legalism 

Mail man Positive • Typically speaks about a special message being sent to you. Prophetic Word 

etc. 

Maid Positive • Typically speaks of Holy Spirit, our helper who also cleans us up by 

convicting us of our sin 

Mob Negative • False accusation 

Newborn Positive • Something newly birthed by the Lord. New project, new ministry etc. 

Old Man 

(unknown) 

Negative • This is typically speaking about the ‘old man’ you used to be before Christ. 

Take note of the context. If you are chasing after an old man, it is a warning 

to stop chasing things of the flesh that once had you bound before your life in 

Christ. Could be greed, lust, pride etc. 

Paramedic Positive • Typically speaks of the Lord, our healer and one we call in times of crisis. 

• May speak about the actual paramedic 

• May relate to the spiritual meaning of his or her name 

Pastor (your) Positive • Typically represents the Lord, the great shepherd 

• May represent your actual Pastor 

• May have to do with the spiritual meaning of His name 

Policemen Positive/ 

Negative 

• Authority of good or evil 

• Protector 

• Spiritual authority 

Prisoner Negative • A lost soul 

Shepherd Positive • Jesus Christ 
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• Pastor 

• Leader (can be good or bad.)  

• Selfless person 

• Protector 

Tailor Positive • Typically speaks of Jesus, the one who Calls and Equips 

Teacher Positive • May speak of a time of learning 

• May represent the Lord, the greatest teacher there ever was 

• May represent the actual person seen in the dream 

Twins Positive • Double blessing 

• Double anointing 

 Negative • Double the trouble 

Watchmen Positive • Speaks of the Prophets, those used to see and warn of danger 

Warden Negative • Speaks typically of the enemy, the one keeping us locked up in bondage 

 

 

 

Weather Context Depending on the context, it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Clear rain Positive • From the Lord, for the sake of the harvest 

• Blessing 

• Cleansing 

Clouds; Dark Negative • Enemy attack 

Clouds; Light Positive • Something God is bringing to disturb things 

Darkness Negative • Devoid of God and His light 

Dirty mucky 

rain 

Negative • Trouble from the enemy 

• Enemy attack 

Dirty snow Negative • Impure 

Earthquake Negative • Upheaval 

• Change (by crisis) 

• God’s judgement 

• Disaster 

• Trauma 

• Shaking 

• Shock 

• Warning 

• Impending change 

Famine Negative • Hard times 

• Drought 

Fog Negative • Clouded issues or thoughts 

• Uncertainty 

• Confusion 

• Temporary state 

Hail Negative • Judgement 

• Destruction 

• Bombardment 

Ice or ice storm Negative • Slippery or dangerous scenario 

Snow Positive • Blessing 

• Refreshing 
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• Righteousness 

• Purity 

• Grace 

Snow blizzard Negative • Inability to see 

• Storm that blinds you 

• Obstruction of vision 

Snow Drift Negative • Barrier 

• Hinderance 

• Opposition 

Storm Negative • Disturbance 

• Change 

• Spiritual warfare  

• Judgement 

• Sudden calamity or destruction 

• Turbulent times 

• Trial 

• Opposition 

Storm; dark Negative • Enemy attack 

Storm; light Positive • Something God is bringing to disturb and change things up 

Storm; white Positive • God’s power 

• Revival  

• Outpouring of the Holy Spirit 

Tornado’s Positive/ 

Negative 

•  Winds of change; could be positive or negative depending on the color of 

the tornado  

•  Destruction 

• Danger 

• Judgment 

• Drastic change 

Tornado; dark Negative • Enemy attack 

Tornado; light Positive • Something God is bringing to disturb and change things up 

Wind Positive • Holy Spirit 

 Negative • Adversity 

 

 

 

Vehicles Context Depending on the context, it could mean any one of these 

things; 
Airplanes Positive • A large airplane such as a 747 is likely a church or large ministry 

• A smaller plane represents a person or a personal ministry 

• Prophetic ministry 

• Going to heights in the Spirit 

• Higher understanding 

 

Note; 

 

Planes fly in the air, air representing things of the Spirit 
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Broken down / 

grounded plane 

Positive / 

Negative 

• See airplane explanation above, but if plane has broken down or is grounded, 

in the negative it speaks of a problem in your ministry that has you stagnant 

and unable to carry and influence those you were shepherding 

• In the positive, a ministry undergoing preparation, or; 

• Still being prepared for launch 

Airplane Crash Negative • Typically speaks of the ministry crashing. This could also indicate that while 

the ministry is running, it is not fulfilling the purpose to which God Called it. 

Airplane flood 

(clean water) 

Positive • There will be a supernatural anointing of the Holy Spirit that comes on your 

ministry, and with it, a greater level of the prophetic. Note, if this is a large 

plane, it speaks of a large international ministry or organization that touches 

many people and nations, and moves powerfully in things of the Spirit. 

Airplane in 

stormy 

whether 

Positive / 

Negative 

• May speak of a church split 

• Turbulent times in organization or ministry 

• If white storm, may be something God is bringing to bring about change 

Armored Car Positive • The protection of God to carry valuable secrets from one place to another 

Bicycle Positive • Individual ministries and callings 

• Requires perseverance, commitment and balance 

• You won’t necessarily stay a bicycle, promotion to a different type of vehicle 

is possible as you walk obediently with the Lord. 

Broken 

Bicycle 

Negative • Personal ministry that will not get you anywhere 

• Something that will not carry you or others 

Bus Positive • Carries a large number of people 

• Usually represents a ministry or church 

Beached Boat Positive / 

Negative 

• In the positive, may speak of a ministry or organization undergoing 

preparation, or still being prepared to set sail 

• Something has hindered your movement and has stopped you from moving 

in what the Lord has called you to do. See different explanations for different 

types of boats / ships below for more detail. 

Boat in rough 

Waters 

Negative / 

Positive 

• Turbulent waters typically speak of an attack from the enemy. Take note of 

the context however, since if it is a white storm, this could be change being 

brought on by the Lord. 

Boat / ship 

flooded (clean 

water) 

Positive • There will be a supernatural anointing of the Holy Spirit that comes on your 

ministry, occupation or career. Note, if this is a large ship, it speaks of a large 

international ministry or organization that touches many people and nations. 

Cars Positive • Personal ministry; occupation or career etc.  

Take note of the type of vehicle, as different vehicles mean different things. 

An eight-seater van carries more people than a sedan for example. The more 

seats, the bigger the influence and authority 

Car disappears 

and you 

suddenly find 

yourself 

walking 

Negative / 

Positive 

• Typically a warning that your personal ministry, occupation or career is 

going to come to an end. 

• Note context as sometimes we don’t leave a place when the Lord speaks to 

us to leave, and then we get removed from it so He can bring us into a new 

season, with a new vehicle. 

Broken down 

Car 

Negative • See car explanation above, but if car has broken down, it means a problem 

in your personal ministry, occupation or career that has you stagnant and/or 

stranded. 

Car with a flat 

tire 

Negative • If the car has a flat tire, it means there is a problem with your personal 

ministry, occupation or career that has you stagnant and/or stranded. You are 

unable to move forward. 
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Car crash Positive / 

Negative 

• Enemy plans to leave you stranded and not moving in what God has called 

you to do.  

• Take note of context, as God may be preparing a new vehicle for you, and a 

crash might take place due to you not wanting to leave the old behind, thereby 

forcing you into something new. 

In passenger or 

back seat of car 

Positive / 

Negative 

• This is indicating that you are not in control and ‘driving the car’ meaning 

that the destination and timing of your arrival is also not necessarily in your 

control. 

Car crushed Negative • The enemy has succeeded in destroying what the Lord was using to move 

you from one point to the other in your Call. 

Note; God can use this for your good by giving you a new vehicle! 

Car flooded 

(clean water) 

Positive • There will be a supernatural anointing of the Holy Spirit that comes on your 

personal ministry, occupation or career. 

Car – warning 

lights on dash 

Negative • Warning lights are there to get you to STOP before irreparable or costly 

damage is incurred. Take note of the type of light.  

Car – oil 

warning light 

Negative • Oil warning light on dashboard is talking about a lack of Holy Spirit in that 

which you are driving. Likely operating without the fruit of the Spirit. 

Car – water 

warning light 

Negative • Water warning light on dashboard is talking about a lack of Holy Spirit in 

that which you are driving. Likely operating without the fruit of the Spirit. 

Car – ABS 

break warning 

light 

Negative • ABS light on dash is warning that if you keep going you will not be able to 

stop and this will lead to a collision of some kind. 

Car – Door 

open warning 

light 

Negative • A warning that a door has been left open for the enemy, giving him access 

to enter and destroy that which you are working on. 

Car – Fuel 

warning light 

Negative • Fuel speaks of Gods power to propel you forward. A lack of fuel speaks of a 

lack of His Presence, and therefore, His Power, in your area of work etc. 

• Warning of a lack of intimacy – that which ‘fills the tank’, strengthens and 

propels you forward. Time in His presence and in His Word is needed. 

Cargo Plane Positive • An international ministry that carries goods etc. to many parts of the world. 

Chariot Positive • Major Spiritual encounter 

Coal Car Positive • On track 

• Being directed by the Lord 

Convertible car Positive • You operate under an open heaven 

• Unobstructed vision 

• Revelation in your personal ministry or occupation 

Fire truck Positive • Rescue 

• Putting out fires of destruction 

• Ability to put out things that are destroying or destructive 

 

Note the color of the dream; if it is a dark dream it could also be used to put 

out the fire of God 

Fighter Jet Positive / 

Negative 

• Spiritual Warfare 

• Fighting in the army of God 

• Spiritual attack (note context) 

Go Cart Positive • Not always easily maneuverable, not very powerful and doesn’t carry 

passengers 

Hang glider Positive • Going somewhere in the Spirit 
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• Driven by the wind of the Spirit 

 

Note; 

 

• Smaller than a plane; does not typically carry passengers 

• Moves slower; does not have a powerful engine 

Helicopters Positive • Flexible  

• Maneuverable 

• Able to get in and out of the spirit quickly 

Jet Positive • Ability to move fast and unhindered in the Spirit 

• Easily Maneuverable 

• Powerful 

Last train Positive/ 

Negative 

• Train of Glory 

• God is taking you home 

Limo Positive • There is a Call of God on your life 

• You’ll be taken to your destiny, the journey itself will not be in your control, 

however, it will not be an uncomfortable ride and you will arrive in style.  

 Negative • Worldly materialism 

Minivan Positive • Family 

Motorcycle Positive • Powerful 

• Fast 

• Easily maneuverable yet has a limited influence as this ministry is limited to 

the amount of people it can carry 

Moving van Positive • Transition or change 

Ocean Liner Positive • This is either a large organization, a large church movement, a large church 

or a very impacting ministry 

 

Note; 

 

• Ocean liners move through the ocean, and oceans represent humanity 

(people). 

• They have impact (they touch many people) and they carry many people. 

River boat Positive • Slow moving 

• Follows the Spirit of God  

• Impacting; can carry many people 

• Joyous 

Rollercoaster Positive  

 Negative • A path of destruction that first appears exciting 

• A trying time with ups and downs 

Sail boats Positive • When the wind is blowing, they are fast, powerful, and influential people.  

• Little to no movement when there is no wind. 

School Bus Positive • Speaks of a training ministry or organization, such as a Bible School or 

similar 

Semi-truck Positive • Having the ability to transport a great quantity of goods 

Spaceship Positive • Carrying you to the out limits of faith and spiritual insight 

• A unique and broad view is possible from this vehicle 

Speed boat Positive • Fast 

• Exciting 
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• Power in the spirit 

• Possibly not the smoothest of rides 

Stage coach Negative • Rough 

• Difficult ride 

• Old way of doing things 

 

Note; This could represent a traditional way of doing things, or being stuck in 

traditions rather than moving with the Spirit of God. 

Submarine Positive • Under cover activity 

• Not seen by many but accomplishes much 

Subway Positive • Movement in church that hasn’t been discovered yet 

• People tend to come and go rapidly 

• Undercover and active, but not seen by many 

• Could represent a ‘behind the scenes’ or underground ministry 

Taxi cab Negative • If driving, this could represent operating as a hireling 

• If riding in one, you will have to pay the price to get to where you’re going 

 

Note; 

 

There is a difference between a hireling and a shepherd. A shepherd does not 

allow a board to control them, while a hireling does.  

Tow truck Positive • Ministry of Helps 

• Compassion 

• Picking up those who are wounded and broken in need of restoration 

Tractor Positive • Slow 

• Full of power 

• Able to till up and move the hardest of grounds 

• Speaks of the need to plow 

Train Positive • A Movement of God 

• Church denomination 

• Movement or corporation 

Tram or cable 

car 

Positive • Going to a higher place, but the journey will be slow and requires patience.  

 

Note; 

 

•  If it is glass, you will have clear vision while you grow, and others will be 

observing your growth. 

Truck or 

pickup 

Positive • Having the ability to transport or deliver 

• Smaller trucks represent a smaller load 

• A larger truck means a larger load with a destination further away 

Tug boat Positive • Vital assistance 

• Ministry of Helps 

• Purposed to help larger ministries get out into open waters, or get to safety 

where repair is possible 

Unicycle Positive • Individual ministry and calling 

• Extreme precision and Skill needed 

• Required exceptional balance 

Wagon Negative • Slow and old way of doing things.  
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Zip Line Positive • Speaks of moving between leaders (trees). Fast, path has been set without 

deviation. Usually dependent on someone helping you start and finish the 

course. Can speak of a time of training with specific leaders. 
 
 
 

  

Direction Meaning  
East Beginning. Genesis 11:2. 

Law. Birth. First. 

Sun rises in the east, bringing hope and a new day. 

False religions; as in Eastern religions. 

Psalm 103:12 As far as the east (law) is from the west (grace) so far hath He removed 

our transgressions from us. 

East Wind Judgement. Hardship. Genesis 41:23, 27; Exodus 10:13 

West End; as in, the end of the day.  

Grace. Death. Last. Exodus 10:19 

North Spiritual; Judgement. Heaven or Heavenly.  

Spiritual warfare; as in, taking your inheritance. 

Deuteronomy 2:3; Proverbs 25:23; Jeremiah 1:13-14 

South Natural; Sin. World. Temptation. Trail. Flesh. Corruption. Deception. Joshua 10:40; Job 

37:9 

Right Natural; Authority. Power. The strength of man (flesh) or the power of God revealed 

through man. Accepted. Place of favor. Matthew 5:29-30. 

Right turn Natural change 

Left Spiritual; Weakness of man. God’s strength or ability demonstrated through man’s 

weakness. Rejected. Judges 3:20-21; Judges 20:16, Matthew 25:33. 

Left turn Spiritual change 

Back Past. Back yard or back door. Previous event or experience, good or bad. That which is 

behind; past sin or sins of forefathers. Unaware. Unsuspecting. Hidden. Memory. 

Genesis 22:13; Joshua 8:4; Philippians 3:13. 

Front Future or present. Front yard or front porch. Prophecy of future events; immediate / 

current. Revelation 1:19 

 

 

Food Meaning  
Apples • Spiritual fruit 

• Temptation 

• Something precious, as in, the apple of God’s eye 

Bread • Jesus Christ, the bread of life 

• Word of God 

• Source of nourishment 

• God’s provision 

Cake / Candy • Typically speaks of ‘filling up’ on the wrong thing. Spending hours and hours 

watching television without dedicating time to the Lord and His Word as an example. 

Deserts • Note context, as deserts may speak of the ‘treats and benefits after a full meal’ in the 

sense of spiritual gifts etc. 

Feast • Place of Abundant Spiritual Food 

Grapes • Fruitfulness, Success in life 

• Evidence of being connected to Christ 
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Honey • Sweet 

• Strength 

• Wisdom 

• Spirit of God 

• The abiding anointing 

• The sweet Word of our Lord 

• The best of the land 

• Abundance 

Lemons • Sour 

• A poor sport 

Manna • God’s miraculous provision 

• Something coming directly from God 

• Glory of God 

• Bread of life 

Meat • Something meant for the spiritually mature 

• Depth in God’s Word 

Milk • Good nourishment 

• Elementary teaching 

Pastries • May be speaking about biblical teachings that are enjoyable and not necessarily 

challenging to your character (such as God’s faithfulness and love etc.). We have to 

allow God to deal with the areas of our character that need refining, and not only submit 

and listen when the message is not challenging to us. 

Pears • Long life 

Pumpkins Positive:  

• Change of the seasons 

• Harvest time 

• Symbol of affection; as in, my little pumpkin 

 Negative:  

• Witchcraft 

• Deception 

• Snare 

Strawberries • Goodness 

• Excellence in nature and virtue 

• Healing 

• Sweet 

• Humble 

Tomato Kindness. The heart of God. Big hearted. Generous. Fruit of the Spirit. 

Water • Holy Spirit 

• Refreshing 

• Word of God 

• Spiritual Life 

Wine Positive:  

• Working of the Spirit of God 

• Move of God 

• Anointing 

 Negative:  

• Drunkenness 

• Love of the world 

• Worldliness 
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Numbers 
 

 

The significance of numbers ~ extracted from The Tabernacle of Moses by Kevin J Conner 

 

God is consistent throughout His Book, and though the Bible was written by various men of God over 

different periods of time and generations, yet there is manifest throughout all the Book, the same 

marvelous meaning and harmony in the use of numbers. This begins in Genesis and flows through each 

book and consummates in Revelation. All this confirms the fact of Divine Inspiration (1 Timothy 3:16: 2 

Peter 1:21) 

 

Following are the basic principles of Interpretation of Numbers. If the student follows the same it will 

preserve from error or extremity. 

 

1. The simple numbers of 1 through 13 have spiritual significance 

2. Multiples of these numbers, or doubling and tripling, carry basically the same meaning only 

intensifying the truth 

3. The first use of the number in Scripture generally conveys its spiritual meaning 

4. Consistence of interpretation. God is consistent, and what a number means in Genesis, it means 

through all to Revelation. 

5. The spiritual significance is not always stated, but may be veiled, or hidden, or seen by comparison 

with other Scriptures. 

6. Generally, there is good and evil, true and counterfeit, God and Satanic, aspects in Numbers. 

 

Note; I have used information obtained through my studies with Streams Ministries, along with information found 

in The Tabernacle of Moses (book) by Kevin J Conner to provide the below tabled meaning of Numbers. 

 

 

Numbers Meaning 
1 God.  

Number of God. Beginning, Source, Commencement, First. Genesis 1:1; Mark 6:33 

Number of Compound Unity. Deuteronomy 6:4; “Echad,” John 17:21-23; 1 Corinthians 

12:1-14. 

Numerical One – “Yacheed.” Only one. Genesis 22:2; Zechariah 12:10; John 3:16. 

2 Multiplication or Division. 

Number of Witness, Testimony. 1 with 1 = 2. 

John 8:17, 18; Deuteronomy 17:6; 19:15; Matthew 18:16; Revelation 11:2-4; Luke 

9:30-32. 

Number of Division, Separation. 1 against 1 = 2. 

Exodus 8:23; 31:18; Matthew 7; Genesis 19; Genesis 1:7-8; Matthew 24:40-41. 

3 Godhead. Triune God 

Number of the Godhead 

1 John 5:6-7; Deuteronomy 17:6; Matthew 28:19, 12:40. 

Number of Devine Completeness, Perfect Testimony. 

Tri-angle. Ezekiel 14:14-18; Daniel 3:23-24; Leviticus 23. 

Three Feasts. Exodus 12:7; Exodus 3:6. 

4 God’s creative works 

Number of Earth, Creation, World. Proceeds from three, dependent thereon. 
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Genesis 2:10; Leviticus 11:20-27; Mark 16:15; Jeremiah 49:36; Ezekiel 37:9; 1 

Corinthians 15:39. 

Four seasons, Four winds, Four corners of the earth. 

5 Grace. Redemption. Anointing 

Number of Cross, Grace, Atonement, Life. 

Genesis 1:20-23; John 10:10; Leviticus 1:5. 

Five Offerings. Ephesians 4:11; Exodus 26:3, 9, 26, 27, 37; 27:1, 18; Exodus 13:18 

The 5 “I wills” of Satan. 

The 5 wounds of Jesus on the Cross 

6 Man. Humanity. 

Number of Man, Beast, Satanic. 

Genesis 1:26-31 

6th Creative day. Genesis 4:6. 

Six generations, Cain. 

1 Samuel 17:4-7; 2 Samuel 21:20; Numbers 35:15. 

Time – 6000 years. 

7 Perfection. Completion. Fullness 

Number of Perfection, Completeness. 3 + 4 = 7. 

Genesis 2:1-3. 7th Day. 

Hebrews 6:1-2; Jude 14; Joshua 6; Genesis 4:15; Leviticus 14:7, 16, 27, 51. Note the 

“Seven Times Prophecies.” 

Number of Book of Revelation. 

Revelation 1:4, 6, 12, 20; 4:5: 5:1; 6; 8:2; 10:3; 12:3; 15:1-7; 17:9-10. 

Seven is used about 600 times in the Bible. 

8 New Beginning. Teacher 

Number of Resurrection, New Beginning. 

Genesis 5. “And he died” 8 times 

Leviticus 14:10-11; Exodus 22:30. 

Genesis 17. Circumcision, 8th day. Named. 

1 Peter 3:20. Noah, eighth person. 

2 Peter 3:8. New Heavens and New Earth, eighth day. 

Resurrection of Jesus. Matthew 28:1; John 20:26. 

Music – Octave. 

Numerical value of “Jesus,” 888 

9 Judgment. Evangelist 

Number of completeness, Finality, Fulness. 

Final of digits. 3 x 3 = 9 

Matthew 27:45. Number of the Holy Spirit 

Galatians 5:22; 1 Corinthians 12:1-12. 9 Fruits, 9 Gifts. 

Genesis 7:1, 2; Genesis 17:1. 

9 months for the “Fruit of the womb.” 

10 Journey. Wilderness. Nurture. Pastor 

Number of Law, Order, Government, Restoration. 

Genesis 1. “God said.” 

Exodus 34:28; Daniel 2. 10 Toes. 

Daniel 7. 10 Horns. 

Number of Trial, Testing, Responsibility. 2 x 5 = 10. 

Matthew 25:1, 28; Luke 15:8; Luke 19:13-25; Numbers 14:22; Revelation 2:10; 12:3; 

Leviticus 27:32; Exodus 12:3. 
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11 Transition. Standing in the gap. Prophet 

Number of Incompleteness, Disorganization, Disintegration. One beyond 10, yet one 

short of 12. 

Genesis 32:22. 11 sons. Genesis 35:16, 18; 37:9. 

Matthew 20:6; Exodus 26:7. Goat’s hair, sin offerings. Deuteronomy 1:2. 

Daniel 7. The 11th “Little Horn.” 

Number of Lawlessness, Disorder. The Antichrist. 

12 Government. Apostle 

Number of Divine Government, Apostolic Fulness. 

Genesis 49:28; Exodus 15:27; Exodus 28. 

The 12 Stones. Exodus 24:4; 28:21; Matthew 19:28 

Revelation 12:1; Revelation 21:12, 21: 22:2. 

12 Apostles. 

12 Loaves of Shewbread. 

13  Rebellion 

Number of Rebellion, Backsliding, Apostacy. 

Genesis 14:4; Genesis 10:10 – Nimrod, 13th from Adam. 

Genesis 17:25; 1 Kings 11:6; Esther 9:1. 

Number of Double Portion. 

Genesis 48. Ephraim, 13th Tribe. 

Compare Judas and Paul. 

14 Number of Passover. 2 x 7 = 14 

Exodus 12:6; Numbers 9:5; Genesis 31:41; Acts 27:27-33. 

15 Reprieve. Mercy 

16 Established new beginning 

17 Elect of God 

Number of Spiritual Order. 10 + 7 = 17. 

Genesis 1: Genesis 37:2; 1 Chronicles 25:5; Jeremiah 32:9; Acts 2:9-11.  

“Walk with God.” Genesis 5:24; 6:9. Enoch the 7th, and Noah the 10th. 

Genesis 7:11; 8:4. Ark rested on the 17th Day. 

24 Number of Priestly Courses, Governmental Perfection. 

2 x 12 = 24. 

Joshua 4:2-9; Joshua 4:20; 1 Kings 19:19; 

1 Chronicles 24:3-5; 1 Chronicles 25. 

Revelation 4:4-10. 4 Living Ones (24 wings) 24 Elders. 

25 Begin ministry training 

30 Begin ministry.  

Number of Consecration, Maturity for Ministry. 

Numbers 4:3; Genesis 41:46; 2 Samuel 5:4; 

Luke 3:23; Matthew 26:15. 

37 First born. Prime number. 3 x 37 = 111 

40 Generational and completed rule 

Number of Probation, Testing. Closing in Victory or Judgment. 

Numbers 13:25; 14:33; Matthew 4:2; Acts 1:3; Exodus 34:27-28; Ezekiel 4:6; Acts 

7:30; 1 Kings 19:4-8. 

50 Jubilee 

Number of Pentecost, Liberty, Freedom, Jubilee. 

Exodus 26:5, 8; Leviticus 23:25; 25:10-11; Acts 2:1-4; 2 Kings 2:7; 1 Kings 18:4: 13; 

Numbers 8:25. 
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70 Number prior to increase. 

Genesis 11:26; Exodus 1:5; Genesis 46:27; Numbers 11:25; Exodus 15:27; Luke 10:1; 

Exodus 24:1, 9. 

75 Number of Separation, Cleansing, Purification. 

Genesis 12:4; 8:5-6; Daniel 12:5-13; Exodus 27:1. 

111 Beloved Son 

120 End of all Flesh, Beginning 

Life in the Spirit. 3 x 4 = 120. 

Genesis 6:3; Deuteronomy 34:7; Leviticus 25; 

120 x 50 = 6000 years of time. 

2 Chronicles 3:4; 7:5; 5:12; Acts 1:5. 

144 Number of God’s Ultimate in Creation 

12 x 12 = 144. 

Revelation 21:17; 1 Chronicles 25:7; Revelation 7:1-6; 14:1-3. 

153 Kingdom multiplication 

Number of Revival, and the Elect. 

John 21:11; 9 x 17 = 153. 

300 Number of Faithful Remnant. 

Genesis 5:22; 6:15; Judges 8:4; 15:4. 

Note, Three Entrances to the Tabernacle, 3 x 100 = 300 cubits. 

666 Full of lawlessness 

Number of Antichrist, Satan, the Damned. 

Triplicate. 666. Daniel 3; 1 Samuel 17; Daniel 7. 

Revelation 13:18. Connected with Number 11. 

Revelation 14:9-11. 

888 Resurrection 

1500 Light. Power. Authority 

10,000 Maturity 
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A Final Note to my Readers 
 

 

  If you are crying out to God right now, if you feel that He has forgotten you, or perhaps never even really 

knew you, I’m here to tell you that He see’s everything and He knows and loves you, even if you don’t know 

Him. He has a wonderful plan and purpose for your life, and He is calling you to Himself today. Your time of 

struggle is over. 

 

  If you are not born again, if you don’t know Jesus as your personal Lord and savior and have never given your 

life to the Lord; 

 

  The Bible says that them that are led by the Spirit of God are the sons of God. The first thing that needs to 

happen therefore is you have to become a son or a daughter of the Lord. This can’t happen without complete 

surrender. Today, the power of sin, guilt and shame can be broken from your life because two thousand years 

ago Jesus shed His blood and paid the price that you and I never could. It is possible to live from this very 

moment forever changed by letting Jesus come and be the Lord of your life. He is the only one who can change 

you. 

 

  Secondly, perhaps you had given your life to the Lord in the years gone past but you have since grown cold. 

You were at one time radical and on fire for Jesus but looking deep into your heart you know that your love has 

grown cold. It might be a hidden condition of the heart that nobody is even aware of. Lusts of the flesh, offence, 

pride, jealousy, anger. These are the hidden things that separate people from sweet intimacy and fellowship with 

the Father. 

  

  Or perhaps it is not hidden but a public storm that came against you. Betrayal, divorce, the loss of a loved one, 

an unexpected redundancy or sudden accident. Something that had you take your eyes off of Jesus and place 

them instead on the waves. Today you can say, “I’m coming back Lord!  I want to fall in love with Jesus all 

over again!” 

  

  Maybe it is something outward that all can see and the devil uses it against you to stop you, to try and tell you 

that you’ll never amount to anything worthwhile. That the things that have taken place make you unworthy, that 

they disqualify you. This is a lie. God is a God of a new beginning and of second chances. Today you can 

surrender your life to Him and say, “Lord, here I am!” 

  

  Lastly, maybe you love Jesus with all your heart, mind and soul but the devil is always lying to you and telling 

you that you’re not saved. Today you want to make sure that your name is written in the Lambs book of Life. 

  

  The Bible says that if you confess with your mouth that the Lord Jesus died for your sins, and believe in your 

heart that God raised Him from the dead, that you will be saved. That’s the only prerequisite. To know beyond a 

shadow of a doubt that your name is written in the Lambs book of Life, pray the salvation prayer on page 76. 
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Prayer of Salvation 
 

 

Father, I come to you in the precious name of Jesus, 

 

Lord, you said in your Word that if I confess with my mouth that Jesus is my Lord and my Savior, and if 

I believe in my heart that God has raised you from the dead, that I will be saved. 

 

So Father, right now I confess that Jesus is my Lord and my Savior, 

 

Come into my heart, take out the stony heart and put in a heart of flesh, 

 

Wash me and cleanse me,  

Change me, fill me and use me.  

Let me never be the same. 

 

I turn away from the world and all my past ways and sins, today I follow you, Lord Jesus. 

 

Thank you for dying for me, thank you that on the third day you rose for me and that you are coming 

back again for me. 

 

I confess Jesus Christ is my Lord. I am born again. I am saved. I’m forgiven. Thank you, Lord, for 

saving me! 

 

 

  Now lift your hands and thank Him. 

 

 

“But what does it say? “The word is near you; it is in your mouth and in your heart,” that is, the message 

concerning faith that we proclaim: If you declare with your mouth, “Jesus is Lord,” and believe in your heart 

that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved. For it is with your heart that you believe and are 

justified, and it is with your mouth that you profess your faith and are saved.” 

 

Romans 10:8-10 

 

 

  If you’ve prayed this prayer today, congratulations and welcome to the family! This is the most significant 

decision of your life, and all of heaven is rejoicing over you, along with us.  

 

  We want to hear from you and know how the Lord has touched you, so please do get in touch via email: 

Office@ctjministries.com 
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Prayer for 

Impartation, Increase and Acceleration 
 

 

  [Simply lift your hands and receive as your read my prayer of impartation, increase and acceleration over you.] 

 

  Read this prayer over yourself, and expect the fire of God to come upon you, for He comes to every hungry 

heart: 

 

 “Father, I thank you for this special one Lord. I thank you that you planned and purposed them for a time 

such as this Lord. I thank you that you make no mistakes Father, and that if they are reading this prayer, 

it is because you have so much more for them.  

 

  Increase them Lord! Give them dreams and visions God, show them things to come! Give them 

encounters of the heavenly kind, that will shake nations in the days, months and years to come because of 

the power and anointing that manifests as they share. I break every blockage and hinderance to hearing 

from You in this way Father, in Jesus Name! 

 

  Give them wisdom and understanding Lord, to not only steward well what is shown, but to pass these 

things on to the next generation of Leaders you are now presently raising up. 

 

  And Father, break their hearts for the lost God, and pour understanding of eternity into their hearts! 

Give them miracles, signs, and wonders, God! Fill them and use them, set them apart, Lord, and set them 

on fire! Burn revival into their hearts! 

 

  Every worldly desire, burn out now God. Give them blinders for the things of the world and x-ray vision 

for the things of heaven. Let them not miss a single whisper of the Holy Spirit! Let your voice be magnified 

in their hearts Lord.  

 

  Bring about great love and instant obedience, Lord. and, put a great love in their hearts for your Word, 

oh God. Do a quick work, in the mighty name of Jesus, I pray! Amen.” 

 

 

  [Now thank the Lord, receiving all that you are believing for by faith and put Acts 1:8 into practice.] 

 

 

“But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you: and ye shall be witnesses unto me both 

in Jerusalem, and in all Judaea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth.” 

 

Acts 1:8 KJV 
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About the Author 
 

 

  In January 2013, at 29 years of age and in the midst of a wild life of booze, weed and married men, Melany had 

a radical encounter while living and working in the Middle East, first with the demonic realm which left her 

covered in bruises, and then with Jesus Christ, during which she gave her life to Him and was radically saved and 

born again.  

 

  She has, to date since giving her life to Christ, traveled and shared the love of Jesus in nine nations, as led and 

directed by the Lord. 

 

  Melany holds an Associate’s Degree in Ministry from The River Bible Institute (aka River University), which 

is run by Revival Ministries International (RMI). In addition to training with RMI, led by Pastors Rodney and 

Adonica Howard-Browne, Melany graduated from Harvest School of Missions with Iris Global in August 2016, 

founded and led by Heidi and Rolland Baker. She has also completed various training with Randy Clarke (Global 

Awakening) and John Paul Jackson (Streams Ministries). 

 

  On 29 March 2019, Melany was married to Logan Schroeder, a Canadian whom she had met while undergoing 

training at The River Bible Institute. Melany and her husband currently reside in Canada, along with their two 

beautiful daughter, Amelia Noelle Schroeder, born 15 August 2020, and Dani Mae Schroeder, born 31 August 

2021. 

 

  Melany’s first book, Crossing the Jordan; There is a Golden Road for Everyone was awarded a Five Star Award 

Seal from Readers’ Favorite, an internationally renowned Book Review and Award Contest. 
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Thank you to the Readers 
 

 

If you, having read Was that REALLY God; A Biblical Guideline in Understanding How God Speaks in Dreams 

and Visions, have been touched and encouraged by the Lord through it, please consider doing the following; 

 

 

1. Leave a review / comment / rate the book online at www.ctjministries.com or on Amazon.  

 

2. Share your testimonies which took place as a result of reading Was that REALLY God; A Biblical 

Guideline in Understanding How God Speaks in Dreams and Visions by emailing the author at 

office@ctjministries.com 

 

3. Share your experience in reading Was that REALLY God; A Biblical Guideline in Understanding How 

God Speaks in Dreams and Visions with everyone around you, along with the website address to allow 

them to download the eBook personally - https://ctjministries.com/shop/ 

 

Alternatively, the paperback version will be available in the future via Amazon with  

ISBN 978-0-6398305-2-0 

 

4. Partner with Melany and Logan financially on a once off or monthly basis in support of the ministry to 

which the Lord has called her.  

 

If you wish to partner with Melany and Logan, please visit the “Donate” page located at 

www.ctjministries.com  
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